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Since the establishment of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, the central 
government has exercised an “ultimate control” that is emblematic of authoritarian regimes in 
general (Brodsgaard 2012, p. 226). For the first fifty years of its existence, as in most 
authoritarian regimes, there was generally “a lack of political opportunities for collective action” 
(Cai 2008, p. 411) in the PRC. Taking well-known crackdowns such as the Tiananmen Square 
incident of 1989 into consideration, it is clear that the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has been 
willing to resort to military force to maintain its strong grip on the population. However, over the 
70-year history of the PRC, the government’s response to political protest has not been 
invariable; that is to say, in response to some mass protests, the government responds swiftly and 
totally while in response to others, there seems to be some level of restraint.  
From the turn of the 21st century, this variation has become more and more apparent. 
Instead of absolute intolerance of popular protest, there appears to be a red line before which 
protest movements are allowed to move forward and may even be accommodated, but beyond 
which protest movements are repressed. The idea of different demands being tolerated while 
different demands are repressed has become a staple of understanding contentious politics under 
authoritarian regimes today (Cai 2008; Li 2019). In China, protests in favor of the protection of 
workers’ rights or environmental issues are generally accommodated (Li 2019; Göbel 2020). 
Demands that destabilize or threaten the legitimacy of the regime (i.e. calls for democracy) are 
typically repressed (Ibid). 
However, particularly in the case of China, a question remains: when a protest movement 
has crossed that red line, why are some movements more harshly repressed than others? 
Specifically, why are some protests met with deadly force while others are not? Given the fact 
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that the aforementioned red line is often drawn based on the type of demands of a protest 
movement (Cai 2008), it seems prudent to start by examining the demands of different protest 
events to answer the question above. Which types of anti-regime demands are met with the 
highest level of deadly repression? Why is it that these demands are so threatening to the Chinese 
government? These are the questions that I seek to answer in this paper.  
The following study is a qualitative historical analysis of protests, among which there are 
two major types of anti-regime protest: pro-democracy protests and identity-based protests 
calling for increased ethno-cultural autonomy. An independent variable that increases level of 
deadly repression along with demand type is the history of similar protest movements preceding 
the main case. The cases to be analyzed are either single protest events or series of interrelated 
protest events in a specific region or locality. The six cases analyzed took place between the 
years of 1989 and 2020. I hypothesize that deadly repression will be highest in those protest 
events or movements that include demands for increased cultural autonomy. I theorize that such 
demands threaten Chinese sovereignty even more than calls for democracy due to the 
compounding effect of preceding protests. Calling for democracy is calling for internal regime 
change that reshapes the Chinese state and, likewise, the Chinese national identity. In contrast, 
calling for increased ethnic and cultural autonomy could mean declaring an independent state 
that would sever ties to the Chinese state and reject Chinese national identity altogether. My 
primary hypothesis, that identity-based protests will be repressed with more deadly force than 
pro-democracy protests, is supported by the analysis, with the Chinese government shifting the 
use of deadly force away from pro-democracy protests to identity-based protests. 
With China’s rising status in the international system, both economically and politically, 
the need to understand how, and why, it maintains its internal legitimacy is of utmost 
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importance. Furthermore, the success of the PRC most certainly confronts many theoretical ideas 
embraced by political science to this point, primarily concerning those theories supporting a 
correlation between democracy and economic development. As such, understanding a part of 
China’s political system that theoretically makes it less likely to successfully control its 
population over an extended period of time (i.e. its ever-present repression of political 
expression), yet in actuality maintains that control, might add to our understanding of why it has 
been able to subvert such theoretical suppositions in the first place. Additionally, although China 
is a relatively unique case, the answers to the above-mentioned research questions may be 
applicable to the study of authoritarian response to political protest more broadly.  
 
Literature Review 
Defining State Repression  
 Understanding state repression as a concept serves as an integral piece of understanding 
political protest in the PRC. In order to work with a somewhat ambiguous term like repression, it 
is thus first necessary to define what repression actually is. Despite general acceptance that 
repression “involves the actual or threatened use of physical sanctions against an individual or 
organization, within the territorial jurisdiction of the state, for the purpose of imposing a cost on 
the target as well as deterring specific activities and/or beliefs perceived to be challenging to 
government personnel, practices or institutions” (Davenport 2007, p.2), it is equally important to 
include a nuanced approach to applying this definition. That is to say, for the purposes of this 
paper, repression must also include a “wide variety of coercive action” including that which is 
“overt and covert; violent and nonviolent; state, state-sponsored (e.g., militias), and state 
affiliated (e.g., death squads); successful and unsuccessful” (Ibid, p.2).  
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Another conceptual distinction that is often included—though not fully contended with in 
this thesis—is a separation between preemptive repression and reactive repression. Because “a 
state is likely to view a nonelectoral demand for regime change as significantly more threatening 
than a demand for policy change” (Danemann and Ritter 2013, p.258) that state may resort to 
preemptive repressive measures designed to prevent a potentially harmful protest that are harsher 
than the reactive repressive measures used to combat a protest that is ongoing, which calls for 
something less threatening than regime change. The traditional definition of repression fails to 
consider “the deleterious after-effects of particular structural characteristics experienced over 
long periods of time” (Davenport 2007, p.3). In order to connect periods of repression that are 
almost certainly related, it is necessary to include a differentiation between preemptive and 
reactive repression. Particularly in the case of China, where the regime has not changed in 
seventy years, repression of a protest often lasts in some form until its effects are felt to the 
extent that another protest occurs, which is then met with harsher repression. 
Under this working definition of repression, an important divide exists within the current 
literature on state repression concerning the spatial orientation through which it is examined 
(Davenport 2007). There are three common ways of orienting research on the topic: “the 
dominant orientation” in which “the focus is global,” analysis of “specific geographic regions” or 
“a subset of countries,” and finally “a growing number of researchers focus on single countries” 
(Ibid p.7). Although these three categories were designated for purely quantitative analyses, the 
design of this qualitative thesis falls into the third type of burgeoning literature focused on 
repression in specific countries. In a second important trend, the theoretical framework through 
which repression is currently understood contrasts earlier theories that viewed state repression as 
“derivative of particular political-economic systems” (Ibid, p.3). Instead of arising from any one 
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political system, the utilization of state repression is viewed through a lens of rational choice 
where “political leaders carefully weigh the costs and benefits of coercive action” (Ibid, p.4). If 
the benefit of repression outweighs the cost, repression is expected, and vice versa (Ibid). It 
should be noted, however, that despite the benefit of such a theoretical framework of repression, 
there is a lack of real consensus on what causes repression to occur in the first place as well as a 
lack of consenus on whether repression truly increases the likelihood of regime survival 
(Slanthchev and Matush 2020, p.217). 
Although, as described above, the branch of repression research focusing on individual 
countries is growing (Davenport 2007), there is as of yet little research examining overall trends 
of repression in China. Analyses of repression in the PRC appear to be focused on specific types 
of repression like protest policing (Li 2019) or by focusing on how civil society organizes under 
threat of repression (Fu 2017). In the case of the former, focus on a single part of the repressive 
apparatus was necessitated by the clear operationalization of repression as the dependent variable 
needed to create the original dataset of “1,418 protest events that occurred across China from 
2001 to 2012” (Li 2019, p.11) used to test the hypotheses of the study. It should, of course, be 
noted that singling in on protest policing is by no means a flaw in research design. On the 
contrary, because protest policing is “the most public and one of the most common forms of 
repression” (Ibid, p.7) it is a rather good indicator of repression under the framework of 
answering how the CCP chooses to respond to political protest. However, such a narrow focus 
does not encapsulate all of the nuances of repression required for analyzing the question posed in 
this thesis.   
A second focus found in articles on repression in China positions repression as an ever-
present apparatus of control that is designed to discourage citizens to engage in protest against 
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the regime (Fu 2017). Despite the lack of study on variation in state repression in its entirety in 
China, there are specific examples of studies focused on specific regions of China, most notably 
in Xinjiang. Greitens et al. 2019 examine the point at which preemptive repression in Xinjiang 
begins, particularly aimed at preventing terrorism. Ultimately, this thesis attempts to take the 
existing method of studying repression (as one of change over time) and filling a significant gap 
in the current literature by examining a specific subset of highly threatening protests that took 
place over several decades. 
Protest and Repression under Chinese Authoritarianism 
The largest portion of the current literature on political protest and social movements in 
China specifically is focused not on the actions of the Chinese government but rather on the 
conditions that lead to different protest events (e.g Han and Ong 2019; Zhong and Hwang 2016; 
Yang 2015). However, there is a second trend in the current literature on the general topic of 
protest under Chinese authoritarianism that attempts to explain how and why the Chinese state 
allows limited political protest. Since 1989 and the Tiananmen Square Massacre, there has been 
a rise in popular unrest that is tolerated, or even encouraged, as long as the participants abide by 
the rules laid out by the Party (Liu 2015, p. 2163). That is, as long as the protests are not calling 
for massive regime change, do not circumvent the Chinese bureaucracy, or become exceedingly 
violent, there is potential for the demands of a protest movement to be met (Liu 2015; Cai 2008). 
According to scholars of this subject, tolerance of limited political protest (which is typically 
uncharacteristic of authoritarian regimes) can be explained by the need to maintain state 
legitimacy (Cai, 2008). By allowing certain protests to go forward, the state can be made aware 
of current grievances of the citizenry and know how to better respond in a way that re-instills the 
legitimacy of the state in the hearts and minds of its citizens (Ibid). However, there is dispute as 
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to whether allowing the mobilization of political protest actually hurts or helps the Chinese 
regime. To some, the fractured structure of the state divided between central and local-level 
governance enables this protection of legitimacy as too much repression, or lack thereof, in a 
protest event can be blamed on corrupt government officials (Cai 2008, p. 415). To others, any 
form of allowed protest under this two-tiered structure weakens both the legitimacy and 
efficiency of the centralized Chinese state (Liu 2015, p. 2162).  
Another important element of understanding how the Chinese regime maintains its 
monopoly on authoritarian control is understanding the system of carrots and sticks employed in 
the country. The reward system of the Chinese Communist Party fits the model laid out by Milan 
Svolik in his book, The Politics of Authoritarian Rule. That is, the CCP possesses the three 
organizational features of authoritarian parties that Svolik argues ensures the longevity of certain 
regimes: “hierarchical assignment of service and benefits, political control over appointments, 
and selective recruitment and repression” (Svolik 2012, p. 163). Svolik’s central argument is that 
these three organizational structures allow parties to co-opt their citizens and survive under “less 
favorable circumstances than dictatorships without parties” (Ibid, p. 163). By incentivizing 
citizens to join the Party, the dictatorship ensures that members are invested on political, social, 
and financial levels. These “sunk political investments” impose the necessity of the perpetuation 
of the regime onto all members, thus increasing the likelihood of the regime’s long-term survival 
(Ibid, p. 163). In addition to co-opting some segments of the citizenry, however, the regime must 
also repress others. Simply put, the regime will “co-opt those who are ideologically close to it 
and repress those who are more distant” (Ibid, p. 183). Single-party states like China are also 
particularly focused on bringing “the most productive and educated among their population” into 
the fold (Ibid, p. 183). As such, there is the added benefit of bringing many of those most likely 
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to be equipped to organize widespread protest under direct control of the regime. The major 
takeaway from the findings of Svolik’s work as it pertains to this thesis is that the Chinese 
regime uses the Chinese Communist Party as a wide-reaching mechanism of control that 
reasonably offsets the price of repression. Those who are repressed are less likely to be able to 
retaliate and those who are a part of the Party’s inner circle are less likely to protest in the first 
place. 
The above literature attempts to explain why the CCP allows limited protest, but it fails to 
answer what it is about a particular protest event that causes it to be repressed in the first place. 
To this question there are competing answers. Before the 2010s, there was conjecture that 
maintained a view of authoritarian regimes as being completely intolerant of political protest. 
Thus, repression was considered to be the only option for authoritarian governments to take in 
the face of popular opposition (Johnston 2011; Goldstone and Tilly 2001). This 
conceptualization does not match the nature of protest in repression in China as described above, 
but it embodies such a large portion of the traditional research on the topic that it cannot be 
completely ignored. In opposition to this more traditional school, a second school of thought on 
repression under authoritarianism has emerged. Explanations as to why some movements are 
repressed while others are not vary within this second, less rigid approach to conceptualizing the 
operation of repression. Even across the different explanations all agree that demands 
destabilizing the regime will be harshly repressed (Li 2019; Cai 2010; Lorentzen 2017; Göbel 
2020; Chen 2012). However, there is less consensus about what leads to the lack of repression in 
other cases. Some argue that repression is essentially random in an effort to raise opportunity 
costs for protestors (Lorentzen 2017, p. 459). Others position the high opportunity cost for the 
government as the catalyst of repression (Chen 2012). That is, repression is only used if there is 
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no other less costly form or recourse (Ibid, p. 43). Then, there are those that argue that the use of 
repression is primarily dependent on the forcefulness of each specific protest movement (Cai 
2010; Göbel 2020). Göbel uses a self-compiled dataset of 70,000 protest events taking place 
from 2013-2016 to perform a quantitative analysis that supports the placement of forcefulness 
and government cost as the main determinants of repression (Göbel 2020, p. 15-16). The final 
proposed primary explanation for variation in repression involves the demands of specific protest 
movements (Li 2019, p. 4). Though Li only uses the somewhat ambiguous term of “radical 
political claims” to describe the protests she expects to be treated more harshly than protests 
over, say, lack of environmental regulation, her hypothesis about demand type corroborates the 
importance of demand in predicting repression (Ibid, p. 8). In other words, it is at least in part the 
idea of a red line dictating which protest demands are acceptable and which are unacceptable and 
what level of repression will be meted out in response (Ibid). In this thesis, I will be examining 
said “radical political claims” specified further first as anti-regime protests, and then homing in 
on pro-democracy and ethnic identity-based protests. 
The division between the conflicting conceptualization of the usage of repression is most 
clearly defined by the debate over whether or not political protest under authoritarianism can be 
characterized as a zero-sum game (Li 2019; Göbel 2020). In the zero-sum game of authoritarian 
response to contentious politics advocated for by previous researchers, “either the authoritarian 
regime collapses, or the protest is subdued” (Li 2019, p. 3). However, Li argues that due to the 
fact that “many protests are tolerated, induce government concessions, or end with a combination 
of repression and concession” (Ibid, p. 5) in even the strongest authoritarian states (namely 
China), this zero-sum game simply cannot exist. This conclusion stemming from Li’s subsequent 
quantitative analysis of nearly 2000 protest events in China supports the claim that type of 
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demand is the primary determinant of repression (Ibid). Understanding repression in this way 
provides the necessary framework for answering the central question of this thesis. If the zero-
sum game was constant there would be no variation in the dependent variable, repressive 
government response to political protest.  
 Among the research outlined above there are attempts at explaining the nature of 
repression and when repression will or will not be employed, yet there are no attempts at 
explaining variation in the harshness of repression once employed. Thus, answering the central 
question of this thesis, as described in the introduction, will fill a current gap in the research. 
With the two previously mentioned threads of research interests as a base understanding of 
authoritarian response to political protest in China, my thesis will go further by taking specific 
cases of political protest in China and analyzing the change in government response across 
regions and protest demand type. Building upon the idea of authoritarian response to protest as a 
non-zero-sum game, I intend to explore the root cause of variation within the non-zero-sum 
game and past the red line of protest in the PRC. Specifically, I seek to explain the government’s 
decision to deploy repression including lethal force in response to anti-regime protests in order to 
maintain its monopoly on authoritarian control.  
China’s Ethnic Policy since 1949 
 With the central question of this thesis being demand type’s effect on the harshness of 
repression, understanding current literature on one of the most harshly repressed demand types, 
cultural autonomy, is essential. Even with a population wherein 92% of people belongs to the 
majority Han ethnic group, the People’s Republic of China has a long history of portraying an 
image of embracing ethnic and cultural diversity. It is written into the Chinese Constitution to 
recognize and provide civil rights to the 56 official ethnic minority groups. The four largest 
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groups that occupy traditional homelands (Tibetans, Uighurs, Mongols, and the Zhuang people) 
have also nominally been given more autonomy with Tibet, Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia, and 
Guangxi province each being designated as Ethnic Autonomous Regions with a certain degree of 
self-governance, also written into the Chinese Constitution (Ge 2012, p.199).  
 Although specific ethnic policies have not been constant over the history of the People’s 
Republic, strengthening the connection between ethnic minorities and a Chinese national 
ideology has been the central goal of the regime since its inception (Horowitz and Yu 2014, p. 
456). Preference of the leader is one of the primary determinants of specific ethnic policy in 
regions where the majority of the population is an ethnic minority (Ibid, p. 455). In 1949, Mao’s 
objective was to consolidate the physical territory of the newly formed People’s Republic behind 
the national conceptualization of Maoist communism (Ibid, p. 455). It was at this point that the 
idea of a national identity (Zhonghua Minzu1) that included “all non-Han Chinese peoples” was 
born (Ibid, p. 455). After Mao’s death and beginning with Deng Xiaoping and his opening of the 
Chinese economy, communism lost its legitimizing power as a unifying national mantra. The 
state was still nominally socialist. However, the introduction of capitalism necessitated a shift to 
focusing solely on the national “pan-ethnic cultural and political identity” of being Chinese (Ibid, 
p. 455-456). Essentially, it has been argued that the “Chinese government wants to present an 
image of harmonious coexistence of diverse ethnic groups in a strong and unified Chinese state.” 
(Ge 2012, p. 196-97). As such, from Deng onward to Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao after him, “the 
de facto objective [of the Chinese government] remained gradual assimilation of minority 
peoples” into this Han-centric national identity (Horowitz and Yu 2014, p. 458). The primary 
means of achieving this end has been through “patriotic education” (e.g. increased Mandarin 
 
1 中华民族 literally translates to Chinese National Ethnic Group 
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instruction, focus on the glory of the PRC, etc.), which has been the catalyst for several different 
protest movements in the autonomous regions (Ibid, p. 467).  
Prior to the current administration under Xi Jinping, the guiding principle of this policy 
was that its implementation was meant to be gradual. Even during these periods of gradual 
integration of Han culture and Chinese national identity into places like Xinjiang, however, there 
have at times been violent resistance and a rise in separatist thought (Mackerras 2001, p. 301). 
Since Xi Jinping became President and National Secretary of the CCP in 2013, there has been an 
acceleration of this assimilation as Xi attempts to remove any perceived points of weakness as 
China’s economy grows stronger (Godbole 2019, p. 229-230). Under Xi, there has been a shift 
from reactive repression to preemptive repression with the introduction of large-scale re-
education camps in Xinjiang and the expansion of the police apparatus in other parts of China. 
Although not immediately relevant to most of the cases of this thesis, rapid consolidation of 
absolute power under Xi has become a popular subject within the study of Chinese politics as it 
goes beyond the previous leaders’ model for maintaining authoritarian control (Godbole 2019, p. 
229). This emerging field of research will likely expand in the coming years as human rights 
abuses continue in the ethnic minority regions and as the quotidian repressive apparatus 
continues to expand. Though this paper will not attempt to explain the changes under Xi, it will 
explain the underlying importance of quashing protests that involve demands for anything that 
contradicts the national Chinese identity. 
 
Theory and Hypotheses 
 At the base of the theoretical framework required to complete this thesis lies the reason 
why authoritarian governments have traditionally prohibited mass political demonstration in the 
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first place: the desire to maintain control (Cai 2008). The maintenance of that power is the 
motivation for a government to differentiate the harshness of repression for different protest 
events. As such, those protests that pose higher threats to complete control of the government 
would elicit more repressive responses while those that were less threatening would elicit less 
repression. The objective of this thesis, however, is not merely explaining this ramping up of 
repression, but rather why the repressive techniques employed by the Chinese government turn 
violent in the face of some protests yet not others. A fairly complete repressive apparatus can be 
accomplished through non-violent means (e.g. through widespread arrest of agitators, the 
implementation of a surveillance state, strict censorship, etc.). Though such means may not be 
viewed by a population as particularly just, in the absence of violence, that population is far less 
likely to push back on such repression as long as their lives are not concretely affected. In the 
face of non-violent or non-lethal repression, the chance of a prohibitive collective action problem 
leading to collective inaction seems much greater than mass revolt.  In contrast, with the 
deployment of military forces or armed police using live ammo, there is a much greater mental 
and human toll on the local population. If a family member or friend is egregiously injured or 
killed by the state, then the impact of repression reverberates through the entire community; it is 
felt to a much greater extent than the impact of, say, internet censorship. Furthermore, if people 
in a community are more acutely aware of repression because of the use of deadly force, it seems 
more likely that there could be further protest or revolt in response. The government’s original 
intent, to maintain control, is thus endangered by its own actions. 
 Assuming that states are rational actors, it stands to reason that they would not risk 
further violence and destabilization unless there was ample reason to do so. As such, there would 
either need to be some reward that was big enough to outweigh the risk of employing deadly 
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repressive force, or the threat of a specific protest would need to be deemed so great that 
immediate elimination of that threat was more important than preventing future events. 
Examining these two hypotheticals more closely, it is clear to see that both choices are in fact 
two sides of the same coin. In short, deadly repression will be employed if the regime feels it is 
worth it. Returning to Cai’s supposition that repression is primarily employed in an effort to 
maintain maximum authoritarian control, it can be presumed that employing lethal repression is 
“worth it” to the state either if doing so maximizes the state’s control over its citizens or if not 
doing so weakens that control.  
Size and forcefulness are typically important determinants of whether there will be any 
repression of a protest event (Li 2019). Large protests that exhibit large shows of force or 
violence on the part of the protestors threatens the state’s monopoly on control. However, when 
it comes to analyzing protest in China, neither size nor forcefulness appear to have an observable 
impact on harshness of repression once repression is employed. There is such a great variance for 
both variables across protest events to which the Chinese government’s response ranges from no 
repression to lethal repression that size and forcefulness do not offer much concrete explanation 
as to what determines which protests are met with lethal force. As such, I will instead follow Li’s 
lead in primarily examining the demands of protest events. Upon examination of anti-regime 
protests in China, two major demand types emerge: calls for democracy and calls for increased 
cultural autonomy. In an authoritarian context, it might be assumed that a protest that calls for 
democracy would be the most destabilizing to a regime that desires to maintain its current level 
of power and organizational structure (Göbel 2020, p. 5). When protestors call for regime 
change, they do not typically envision minor change whereby those currently in power keep hold 
of that power under the different umbrella term of democracy. What is implied to be the 
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intention of such protests is lasting change of the organizational structure as a whole, the people 
at the top of that structure, as well as the mechanism by which power is allocated within that 
system. Therefore, the people that lead the regime that is under threat of being dismantled would 
regard calls for regime change to be particularly threatening. China is no different. Simply 
looking at media coverage of the protests in Tiananmen Square in 1989 and Hong Kong in 2019, 
it is clear that calls for democracy—and in the case of Hong Kong, basic respect of extant 
democratic institutions—are severely repressed. Why, then, does it appear that these protests are 
less deadly (in terms of repression) than those that call for cultural autonomy?  
To be sure, many protestors died at Tiananmen Square. However, upon examination of 
identity protests calling for cultural autonomy in autonomous regions like Xinjiang and Tibet, 
there appears to be an even more deadly response to such protests than that towards pro-
democracy protests. Given this observation, there must be something about identity-based, 
cultural autonomy protests that make such protests more threatening to the regime than mere 
regime change. That threat is multi-faceted. Because of the relatively recent entry of these ethnic 
minority regions into the PRC, it is plausible that the primary threat of dissent in such regions is 
separatism. When calling for increased cultural autonomy or increased political autonomy over 
an already autonomous region (i.e. Tibet or Xinjiang), there is not merely the threat of changing 
the regime from authoritarian to democratic, yet still maintaining its status as a Chinese state. 
Rather, there is the added threat that a piece of China will break completely from the state itself 
and lose all affiliation with its former master. However plausible this conclusion may appear to 
be, there also seems to be a missing piece on top of demands for cultural autonomy. That is, how 
could a rational actor determine that protests simply advocating for the right to practice one’s 
religion or learn one’s native language signal imminent secession? Could these relatively simple 
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demands of such movements not be accommodated by the Chinese government? Even conceding 
that these protests might be lightly repressed by a state that desires complete control, particularly 
on the frontiers of its territory, such protests alone do not seem to hold the same potential for 
destabilization as pro-democracy protests. Again, if the threat is smaller, one might presume that 
these identity-based protests would not need to be met with lethal repression to the same extent 
as pro-democracy protests, if at all.  
Such might be the case if a crucial element of these identity-based protests in China were 
not present. In the case of protests for cultural autonomy in China, the threat of separatism is 
reenforced and made legitimate when there is a history of similar protests or independence 
movements in a particular region or by a particular ethnic group. A singular protest for increased 
autonomy alone is mildly threatening at its worst. In the case of protest in Inner Mongolia, where 
there have been protests with hints of respect for cultural autonomy, repression is light at worst, 
and never deadly. It is here where the second component of my first hypothesis comes into play: 
history of pro-independence movements within a region. In Inner Mongolia, there have been no 
independence movements since the founding of the PRC in 1949, while in Tibet and Xinjiang 
there have been periodic outbursts of discontent associated with independence. When a protest is 
only the next in a series of protests that has taken place over decades, the threat level of that 
protest rises tenfold. Not only is it more likely that a bigger proportion of the population would 
be willing to join these protests if it is a part of collective cultural memory, but it is also more 
likely that these protests will expand upon the aims of the previous protests. Considering that 
these preceding protests did not stop at calls for increased cultural autonomy, instead advocating 
for total independence from the PRC, it is clear that the Chinese government’s fear of separatism 
is not grounded in paranoia. Rather, these protests serve as a viable threat to Chinese sovereignty 
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that is precedented by the history of protests in a specific region or by a specific ethnic minority 
group. It is this one-two punch of cultural autonomy which maintains a distance from Chinese 
national identity (on which the state’s legitimacy is so reliant) and a history of separatism that 
makes these protests so dangerous to the Chinese regime. A living historical tradition of 
separatism and independence gives more weight to any kind of cultural demand for autonomy 
because it is possible that the more autonomy given, the more power the separatist elements will 
succeed in reclaiming its sovereignty from China. There is not only the threat to internal 
legitimacy as Chinese nationalism is unable to take hold, but also an external threat to legitimacy 
in the event that any of these regions secede and weakens the power of China on the international 
stage.  
As with pro-democracy protests, these identity-based protests threaten a complete 
elimination of control for the current government. The difference between the two lies in the 
complete severance of a shared pseudo-ethnic, national and cultural identity. If Xinjiang were to 
break away from the PRC and form East Turkmenistan, any hope of bringing that new sovereign 
nation under the sphere of Chinese influence would have already been dashed. Despite conscious 
effort by the Chinese government to cultivate a shared national identity that is closely tied to the 
ethnic identity of the majority Han ethnic group, Xinjiang’s Uighurs remain a distinct cultural 
entity. In contrast, in the case of a successful pro-democracy movement in Mainland China or 
even Hong Kong, the shared cultural identity of 5000 years of Han Chinese history would remain 
intact. Of course, neither of these hypotheticals could easily occur under the current regime, but 
they do illustrate another reason why identity-based protests are repressed through more deadly 
means than pro-democracy protests.  
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Neither of the above outcomes is the preferable option for the current Chinese regime, 
hence, the repression of such protests. However, the former is even more damaging to the 
regime, because it both weakens Chinese sovereignty as well as the idea of Chinese superiority 
that Xi Jinping is attempting to cultivate (Ge 2012). In a way, the complete elimination of the 
CCP and its authoritarian power structure would be less of a loss of face, politically speaking. 
Obviously, in the event of a democratic takeover, Xi Jinping and the rest of the party cadres 
would not be around to lose face on behalf of the government—in fact the new government 
would likely be lauded in the West as another triumph against authoritarianism. In any case, the 
regime that took over would almost assuredly be Chinese, and Han Chinese at that. In the 
separatist Xinjiang scenario, the current regime would likely still be in power (at least for the 
sake of this illustration) and have to suffer both loss of control of that region as well as loss of 
face. The influence of China on the region would clearly not disappear, but any socio-cultural, 
nationalistic, and even economic ties would be strained if not cut off entirely.  
Even if this element of continued ties were a nonfactor—if for example the regime and 
Xi Jinping viewed both a democratic China and an independent Tibet as equally undesirable—
the threat cultural identity-based protests is still greater than those for pro-democracy due to a 
higher likelihood that such protests will be successful. As noted above, neither pro-democracy 
protests calling for regime change nor identity-based protests calling for separatism are 
particularly likely to result in either of the extreme scenarios above because of the sheer breadth 
of the extant repressive apparatus put in place by the Chinese regime. However, if one were to 
decide which demand type would be more likely to be successful, one would have to choose the 
cultural, identity-based protests. In China today, given its economic and technological 
advancements and improving quality of life under the current authoritarian regime, democracy is 
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not an issue that is likely to spread to the majority of Han Chinese people. Many if not most 
everyday Chinese citizens are content with living their lives under the current system and 
enjoying the rewards of authoritarianism and abiding by the unspoken rules of that system. Even 
if a decently sized pro-democracy protest were to somehow break out in Mainland China today, 
the threat of such protests effecting a democratic overhaul of the current regime that would be 
consented to by the majority of Chinese people would be extremely low if not zero. The general 
lack of desire for democracy among Chinese people is a byproduct of both intentional efforts by 
the Chinese regime and by virtue of China’s economic growth. As mentioned in the literature 
review, the idea of a unified and distinct Han Chinese national identity has been emphasized over 
the last thirty years in an effort to unify the people. Part of this shift to nationalist pride has been 
the deliberate erasure of any mention of pro-democracy movements like the Tiananmen Square 
protests as well as the creation of concepts like Xi Jinping thought, which emphasizes that 
democracy is incompatible with the cultural and ethnic heritage of Han Chinese people and 
Confucianism. Additionally, with the astronomical growth of the Chinese economy, the lives of 
the majority of Han Chinese are becoming more comfortable by the year. Why then would the 
average Han person want to call for radical change that might eliminate the system that makes 
his or her lifestyle sustainable? 
In contrast, for ethnic minorities who live in some of the poorest parts of China, the 
economic prosperity felt by those in the urban centers is not masking the repression of their 
cultural and religious identities. Furthermore, the government cannot erase one’s ethnic identity 
as easily as it can erase the idea that Chinese people might call for democracy in their country. In 
this way, these ethnic, identity-based protests would have a greater chance of gaining enough 
popular support to realize an ultimate goal of separatism than pro-democracy protests would. In 
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the case of Tibet, there is an actual government-in-exile that has been functioning for the past 60 
years in India and could step in to administer an independent Tibet. Again, this is not at all likely 
in modern China, it is simply far more likely than a complete democratic takeover of the 
People’s Republic of China. For this reason, among the several others described above, identity-
based protests with a history of protests preceding them are more likely to be met with deadly 
repression than pro-democracy protests with a similar history of prior protest.   
To reiterate, identity-based protests calling for increased cultural autonomy might on 
their own be far less threatening than regime-change protests calling for democracy. However, 
when also considering a history of previous protests, the former type is more threatening for the 
reasons described above and thus the recipient of more deadly repression. History of serial 
protests influences the repression of pro-democracy protests as well, but not to the extent of 
identity-based protests. Because pro-democracy protests are not necessarily confined to a 
specific ethnic group or region like identity-based protests, the threat of such protests spreading 
is more imminent and the impact on the current regime is more immediate. As such, deadly force 
is more universally applied to pro-democracy protests. In order to clearly delineate between 
protests against which deadly force is used and against which it is not, I have constructed the 
following table: 
Table 1: Degree of Lethal Repression 
 Democracy Protest Identity Protest 
Novel Protest 2 1 
History of Protests 3 4 
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The ranking for each bivariable classification ranging from 1-4 is as follows: 1=least deadly; 
2=less deadly; 3=more deadly; 4=most deadly. There is some room for interpretation of these 
rankings when it comes to pro-democracy protests. As previously mentioned, there is almost 
always the use of deadly force against these protests, so it is hard to classify, in practice, whether 
novel pro-democracy protests are at higher risk of lethal force than those that occur as part of a 
historical series. There is also the overarching problem of a particularly limited sample size, even 
more so than for identity-based protests (since 1949, there have only been 2 pro-democracy 
protests in Mainland China and 2 in Hong Kong). However, for the sake of establishing a core 
working theory for this thesis, and because of the reasons described above, it seems apt to label 
pro-democracy protests following a history of protests as the second most deadly in terms of 
repression. Because of the uncertainty associated with the limited Chinese pro-democracy 
protests at my disposal, I will avoid offering any hypothesis solely pertaining to those protests. 
However, based on the theory described in the preceding pages, the central hypotheses of this 
thesis are:  
H1: Novel identity protests will be repressed with less deadly repression than novel pro-
democracy protests 
H2: Serial protests of any type will be repressed with more deadly repression than novel 
protests 
H3: Identity-based protests that are preceded by a history of pro-independence 
movements will be met with more deadly repression than serial pro-democracy protests 
Because of the nature of large protest movements, the above theory and hypothesis are 
not airtight. Before wrapping up the theory, I find it useful to address some potential factors that 
may contradict what I have outlined above. In terms of demand type, there may be some 
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elements within different movements that are protesting for different changes. For example, 
some factions within pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong have advocated for a complete break 
from China (Yiu-man, 2019). Taken in conjunction with a history of protests found in Hong 
Kong, according to my theory, the 2019 Hong Kong protests could be classified under the label 
of serial, identity-based protests and the recipient of the deadliest form of repression by the 
Chinese government.  
The lack of such repression of these protests might indicate a general weakness in the 
above theory. However, for the sake of simplicity and actually testing the above hypothesis it is 
necessary to only look at the bigger picture. In the 2019 protests, the majority of the protestors 
simply wanted to protect Hong Kong’s democratic institutions as guaranteed by the Two 
Systems, One Country model. Fringe group calls for total independence, while present and 
certainly interesting to think about, are not representative of the overarching movement, and thus 
should not be considered as the main threat that the Chinese government is repressing. As such, I 
find it most appropriate to label these protests as pro-democracy protests that are a part of a 
series. This classification allows for analyzing these protests through the theoretical lens 
described above. To reemphasize, demands for democracy cannot be tolerated (Göbel 2020, p. 
5). Yet, those who call for it in a place like Hong Kong (as it shares a majority ethnic group, 
Han, with the Mainland) remain ethnically and culturally tied to China, its history, and its 
culture. Thus, there is less of a tangible threat to the Chinese national identity and less deadly 






The most appropriate research design to answer this question is a qualitative approach 
that uses process tracing to analyze the connection between the dependent variable of deadly 
repression and the independent variable of protest demands and pre-history of the protests. 
Though five out of the six cases I will be examining take place between 2000 and 2020, I have 
also included the 1989 protests at Tiananmen Square as a starting point. The primary reason I 
have included this outlier—at least timewise—is because the violent crackdown on protestors at 
Tiananmen constitutes the most well-known and significant instance of highly deadly repression 
of political protest in the country. Furthermore, Tiananmen is the largest and most widespread 
pro-democracy movement in the history of the People’s Republic. To exclude it from this 
analysis would be to ignore the primary impetus for this study in the first place; analysis and 
discussion of Tiananmen is essential for determining whether and why identity-based protests 
might be met with more deadly repression than pro-democracy protests.  
Complementing the Tiananmen Square protests, the rest of my cases are as follows: the 
2008 Tibetan unrest, the 2009 Urumqi Riots, 2014 Hong Kong Umbrella Movement, the 2019 
Hong Kong protests, and the 2020 Anti-Education Reform protests in Inner Mongolia. These six 
protests are the most significant ethnic, identity-based protests and pro-democracy protests that 
have taken place in China. Furthermore, in analyzing both the primary protest and its 
predecessors for each case, I will analyze almost all of the major protest events of these demand 
types in the country. However, I have decided to exclude one pro-democracy protest from this 
thesis altogether: the 2011 Pro-Democracy protests. The reason for this is simple. The protest 
was virtually a non-event. Due to harsh government censorship and general disinterest from the 
majority of Chinese people, the 2011 pro-democracy protests, inspired by and sharing a name 
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with the Jasmine Revolution in Tunisia, were unable to gain a following. The organizers were 
arrested and there were about 200 people at the rally in Beijing and 100 people in Shanghai, but 
there was not the mass collective action of impassioned people fighting for a cause (Mackinnon 
2011). Although passion is not a perquisite of protest, when analyzing anti-regime protests that 
are meant to be threatening to the regime, a certain level of activity is required to instill that 
threat. Ultimately, the 2011 pro-democracy protest was halted before it really started, and thus 
leaves little to be analyzed in order to answer the central question of this thesis.  
Ideally, this analysis would include a protest event with each type of demand (cultural 
autonomy, pro-democracy) in each region in which the main protest took place in order to 
control for things like size, region, etc. However, the protest demands in each of these regions do 
not typically vary. In Tibet, all of the major protests since its takeover by the People’s Liberation 
Army in 1951 have been related to calls for the Chinese regime to respect Tibetan cultural and 
religious autonomy. That is not to say that a purely pro-democracy protest has never or could 
never take place in Tibet. It is possible that there have been smaller protests of this type in Tibet 
or Xinjiang or Inner Mongolia, but such protests have either not made the news due to 
censorship or they have been linked to ethnic and cultural autonomy, so it appears that none have 
occurred at all. In any case, it is relatively simple to classify each protest event as either 
predominantly pro-democracy or predominantly based on ethnic identity and calls for increased 
cultural identity. Of course, particularly with larger protests, there could be small groups that 
have different aims (i.e. pro-independence factions that call for independence in Hong Kong). 
However, I will simply focus on the overarching demands of each protest event in terms of the 
main threat posed to the Chinese regime. As such, the operationalization of the primary 
independent variable of demand-type is split into two categories: ethnic, identity-based or pro-
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democracy. For the secondary independent variable of a protest movement’s pre-history, I will 
examine and briefly detail any preceding protest movements for each of the primary cases 
described above. For example, in the case of Tibet and the protests there in 2008, I will also 
analyze the links of this movement to the previous periods of political unrest on the Tibetan 
plateau, occurring in 1959 and 1987, respectively.  
Another element of why pre-history of protests matters for different demand types is the 
way in which the Chinese regime learns from those prior movements. There are multiple ways 
that one might operationalize this learning. For example, one might view learning as singular; the 
CCP governs and controls all of China and thus learns from any and all protest in a uniform way. 
Though this makes sense, and is likely true to an extent, this conceptualization of learning is a bit 
too broad to be useful. As such, one might turn to operationalizing learning as region-specific. 
That is, the regime looks only at prior protests in Tibet to determine the level of repression for 
the 2008 protests in Tibet. While this is the approach I plan to take in each of the cases 
individually, to apply the overall results to each of my hypotheses, there must be a way to 
operationalize the regime’s learning across all six of the cases. The way to do this is by 
operationalizing learning by demand-type; when the regime is responding to a specific protest 
movement with a certain level of deadly repression, it is responding in this way both because it is 
being informed by the prior-history of similar protests in that region and because it has learned 
how threatening either demand type has become. This approach connects an event like 
Tiananmen in 1989 to protests in Hong Kong 25-30 years later over which time the bulk of 
identity-based protests occurred. In this way, operationalizing the Chinese regime’s learning as 
being determined by the demands of a given protest event enables a holistic view of how pre-
history and learning interact with the level of repression. 
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The biggest problem with constructing an effective research design that will answer the 
question at hand lies in the operationalization of the dependent variable, again because of a lack 
of complete information on repression in any authoritarian regime, and particularly in China. For 
example, the number of injuries at a protest would be a useful representation of violent 
repression. However, estimates for the number of injures are only available for half of the cases I 
will be analyzing in this thesis, and thus will not be able to be included. In order to confront this 
problem of lack of information it is necessary to combine several components. Specifically, the 
operationalization of repression requires two steps: constructing a metric of measurable 
repression and analyzing the nuances of less tangible repression.  
I follow the lead of other researchers by observing an operational distinction between 
“high intensity” and “low intensity” repression. High intensity repression encompasses targeted 
“visible acts” that include “the (violent) repression of mass demonstrations, (violent) campaigns 
against parties, and the attempted assassination or imprisonment of opposition leaders” 
(Gerschewski 2013, p.21). Likewise, low intensity repression “often takes more subtle forms” 
and includes “the use of (formal and informal) surveillance apparatus, low intensity physical 
harassment and intimidation, and also non-physical forms such as the denial of certain job and 
education opportunities as well as the curtailment of political rights like the freedom of 
assembly” (Ibid, p.21). I will aggregate the elements of high intensity repression into an overall 
score of deadly repression that will range from 1-4: an overall score of 1 indicates that a case was 
met with violent, but not deadly repression, a score of 2 represents “low” deadly repression, a 
score of 3 is “moderate,” and a score of 4 indicates “high” deadly repression. This sort of grading 
system aligns with the theoretical model of deadly repression described in the theory and 
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hypothesis section and allows for the cases to be put into conversation with one another in terms 
of the level of deadly repression levied against each protest event. 
 In order to create these deadly repression scores, I will examine five elements of high 
intensity repression: the number of protestors killed by government forces, the number of arrests 
made, the level of police aggressiveness, the level of military presence, and the level of 
censorship. Each of these elements will receive a score ranging from 1-4 in order to fit the 
theoretical delineation of levels of deadly repression described above. In each case, the score for 
killings will be multiplied by six in order for the score to be primarily representative of deadly 
repression, the severity of which is exacerbated by the other four measures of high intensity 
violent repression. The scores for number of arrests, level of police aggressiveness, level of 
military presence, and level of censorship will only be counted once in calculating the score. The 
aggregate base score will be divided by 10 in order to assign a 1-4 score of deadly repression to 
each case. Some scores may not add up to an even score of 1, 2, 3, or 4 described in the theory, 
but conventional use of rounding should be used to assign a category to a case. For example, if a 
protest receives a score of 2.6, then it should be considered to be a case of “moderately deadly” 
repression that is exemplified by the score of 3. These scores, being based on incomplete data, 
are not meant to serve as an absolute quantification of the severity of the deadly repression that 
took place in each case. Rather, the repression scores are intended only to provide an easy 
mechanism for understanding the differences between repression levied against different anti-
regime protests. 
The only indicator of deadly repression specifically is of course the number of protestors 
who were killed. Following the lead of the CIRI Human Rights Data Project, deaths will be 
extrajudicial killings that “result from the deliberate, illegal, and excessive use of lethal force by 
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the police, security forces, or other agents of the state” (Cingranelli et al 2014). The label of 
“least deadly” and a score of 1 will be assigned to those protests during which no one was killed 
and there were no known authorizations of deadly force. Those protests during which the police 
or military was armed with live ammo will be assigned the label of “less deadly” with a score of 
2. For a protest to be scored a 3 as “more deadly,” there must be at least one death at the hands of 
government forces, but no more than 100 deaths. Finally, the “most deadly” protests receiving a 
score of 4 will be those protests during which more than one hundred protestors were killed.  
For the other interval-level variable of number of arrests, the cases will be assigned 
scores in a similar manner to number of deaths. That is, a protest in which there were fewer than 
1000 arrests will be awarded a score of 1. Protests during which between 1001 protestors and 
2500 protests were arrested will receive a score of 2. Protests that had between 2501 and 5000 
arrests will garner a score of 3. The maximum score of score of 4 will be assigned to any protest 
during which more than 5001 people were arrested.  
In analyzing the first non-interval level of variable, the level of police aggression, each 
protest event will be assigned an ordinal value of low, medium, and high corresponding to a 
score of 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Generally speaking, repression under authoritarian regimes is 
carried out by police who treat protestors with a base level of aggression towards the protestors. 
As such, very few (and certainly none of the anti-regime protests featured in this thesis) would 
be met with the least amount of police aggression, which would be none, hence the lack of a 
score of 1 in the analysis of this variable. The label of highly aggressive and a score of 4 will be 
assigned to those cases where the police resorted to physically attacking or firing live ammo at 
protestors. A score of 3, medium-level police aggression, will be assigned to those protests 
during which police fired tear gas or rubber bullets but stopped short of firing live rounds at 
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protestors. Finally, a score of 2 for low police aggression will be assigned to protests during 
which police barricaded roads or otherwise limited the movement of the protestors but did not 
engage in any of the more violent acts of the higher categories.  
The level of military presence will closely complement the variable of police aggression 
and number of deaths. In the case of China, military deployment can be split into three 
categories: no deployment of military forces, deployment of the paramilitary group called the 
People’s Armed Police (PAP), or deployment of the PAP as well as the People’s Liberation 
Army (PLA). A score of 1 will be assigned when no military forces are deployed.  Likewise, a 
score of 2, signifying medium military involvement, will be assigned for cases in which the PAP 
alone is deployed while a score of 3 will be assigned to cases with high military involvement in 
which the PLA is also deployed to quell a protest. A score of 4, where there is the extremely high 
military involvement, will be given to protests during which all of the conditions for a score of 3 
are met but there is additionally the declaration of martial law. 
The final measure of “high intensity” repression to be included in the deadly repression 
score of a case will be the restriction of communication, either through telecommunications or 
internet blackouts and measured by duration of said blackouts. A score of 1 will be assigned to 
protests with the least censorship, which here means there were no full-scale media blackouts2. A 
score of 2 will be assigned to protests that received less censorship will be applied to protests 
that were met with media blackouts that lasted the duration of the protests and were restored 
when the protests were over. A protest after which telecommunications and internet networks 
were not restored until six months after the protest will receive a score of 3. The cases met with 
 
2 It should be noted that a score of 1 simply means there were no drastic disruptions of internet or 
telecommunications networks in the region of a protest, not that there was no censorship altogether. Censorship in 
China is the default that is present in the lives of Chinese citizens on a daily basis, so the base score of 1 is the 
minimum level of repression which is the lived reality for nearly 1.5 billion people. 
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the most censorship and a score of 4 will be those after which media blackouts lasted longer than 
six months.  
A notable omission that is missing from my analysis is social media censorship. When 
discussing movements like the Arab Spring, social media is one of the key elements that both 
catalyzed the movement and stood as the recipient of some of the most commanding forms of 
censorship and repression. By not including social media in this study, it might be presumed that 
I am excluding a vital piece of understanding repression. That presumption may not be wholly 
incorrect. However, my reason for this omission is twofold. Not only is there a lack of compiled, 
easily accessible social media data from different parts of China at the time of the protest 
movements to be examined in this thesis, but there is also almost near-constant censorship of 
social media content that is deemed anti-regime by the Chinese government. Even if there were 
data on different posts from the lead up to, and the aftermath of, each movement, it would be 
difficult to determine whether posts were censored because of a specific protest or because it 
would have just been censored in the first place. Because of these problems, the measure of 
whether, and to what extent, communication blackouts were ordered is the most useful variable 
measuring at least some aspect of censorship.  
It is again important to acknowledge that due to the general lack of data on China that 
many of the numbers included in these measures (i.e. the number of people arrested) are 
estimates. I intend to cross check each data point from multiple different accounts of each protest 
event in order to obtain a number that is most closely representative of the true number of 
participants, deaths, etc. in order to perform a valid analysis. Regardless of vigorous cross-
referencing of datapoints, these scores will be constructed with incomplete data. As such, the 
deadly repression scores should not be considered as fully reflective of the whole truth of what 
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occurred in each case. These scores are merely meant to identify the theory with the actual 
protest events that took place in China through an easily understood four-category classification 
system.   
As mentioned previously, examining high intensity repression through the constructed 
deadly repression scores allows for analysis of the frequency of different types of repression. 
However, detailing whether each of these types were present in a case does not fully reveal “who 
did what to whom” (Davenport 2007, p. 5) nor does it reveal to what extent a specific repressive 
technique truly had an impact. As such, the final step of examining “low intensity” repression 
will complement the repression scores to capture a full picture of repression of anti-regime 
protests in the PRC. By using a combination of newspaper/media reports on the number of 
arrests and/or killings in specific protests along with firsthand interviews with protestors or 
witnesses performed by organizations like Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, I 
will be able to concretely describe higher and lower repression within each of my cases. The 
specific components of “low intensity” repression I intend to discuss include, but are not limited 
to, post-protest intimidation, adoption of a police state, elimination of cultural education, and 
intimidation of family members. Much of this information will be detailed in the initial 
recounting of events for each case. 
The addition of these less quantifiable factors of repression complements the more 
measurable elements of “high intensity” repression by examining the nuance of how repression 
affects protestors and people connected to the protestors in their everyday lives. This nuance will 
hopefully more clearly establish a link between government repression and the type of demand 
of a specific protest event. That is, the experiences of the people who are protesting and even the 
community at large (which may have included government repression of prior movements) goes 
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beyond those who were killed and arrested and may fuel further movements. Understanding the 
links between repression and real people is essential for performing the type of evidence-based 
historical analysis that I have attempted to perform in this thesis. 
 
Case Studies and Analysis 
1989 — Tiananmen Square Student Protests 
The Protests 
 The following is a case of highly deadly repression that was meted out in response to 
both the pro-democracy demands of the case as well as the history of similar movements 
preceding 1989. From April to June 1989, the largest protest in the history of the People’s 
Republic of China broke out in Beijing and spread to the entire country. The student-led march 
on Tiananmen Square was “the third substantial pro-democracy movement” in the decade since 
the opening up of China’s economy spearheaded by Chairman Mao’s successor, Deng Xiaoping 
(Calhoun 1989, p.21). The protests began after the death of semi-liberal reformist, Hu Yaobang, 
with students demanding an end to government corruption and for the government to engage in a 
dialogue with the organizers of the protests (Ibid, p.22-23). Signs written in French and English 
that read “vive la liberté” and “give me liberty or give me death” (Ibid, p. 22) echoed the 
infamous revolutions that created the earliest modern democracies, the United States and France. 
Armed with a fervor afforded them by the burgeoning pro-democracy intellectualism of the 
Reform Era, the students protested peacefully from April 27 to May 12, 1989 before entering a 
second phase of the movement. On Sunday, May 13, a hunger strike began (Ibid, p. 23). What 
began with only three hundred students culminated in just over three thousand hunger strikers 
situated amongst the nearly two-hundred and fifty thousand people in the Square (Ibid). By May 
17, the crowd has grown in size to an estimated one million protestors that included people from 
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all walks of life: policemen, members of the army, government officials from various ministries, 
and small business owners joined the students in protest (Ibid, p. 23).  
As the days went by, “increasing numbers of journalists joined the marches, calling for 
press freedom” (Calhoun 1989, p. 25). In an unprecedented period of media candor, the 
following weeks included reporting the news without the filter of government censorship. Even 
the People’s Daily (the state-run newspaper) “ran a two-page photo spread” that included “a 
mother worrying over the health of her hunger-striking son” (Ibid, p. 25). By May 19th, there 
were (apparently well-founded) rumors that the army would be deployed in order to disperse the 
protestors. However, few soldiers made it into the square itself (Ibid, p. 26). The army was 
repelled peacefully after local citizens spoke to the soldiers and urged them not to follow the 
orders of a “corrupt government” (Ibid, p. 26). The soldiers reported having been lied to by the 
government and being unaware that they were being deployed against their own people; soldiers 
were apparently told they were merely meant to perform standard military exercises in Beijing 
(Ibid, p. 26). At this point in the protests, there was a sense of unity between the protestors and 
the everyday residents that surrounded them. The idea that they could bring change to a 
government that disregarded the will of its citizens appeared to be nearly universal over the last 
two weeks of May (Ibid, p. 27).  
On the night of June 3rd, the previously unarmed soldiers began to push into the square 
from the east and the west (Calhoun 1989, p. 35). Armed with AK-47s and tanks, the front lines 
and over 200,000 troops “fought their way past barricades” and rolled over students who had 
hidden in tents to avoid the tear gas they had assumed was coming (Ibid, p. 35). Having cleared 
the square over the course of a few hours, the soldiers encountered fierce opposition but were 
ultimately able to beat back these final dissenters, drawing the six-week standoff to a close. 
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Repression  
In the case of the Tiananmen Square protests of 1989, the core metric of deadly 
repression, the number of protestor deaths, receives a score of 4 with more than 100 deaths. 
Despite conflicting estimates–the details of which are discussed in Appendix A: Data and 
Estimates—the number of 2600 total deaths including soldiers is the strongest estimate of total 
deaths. Though the much lower death count released by the Chinese government itself is likely 
an inaccurate depiction of how many people died, it is the only piece of information that shines a 
light on the number of civilians killed versus the number of military casualties. Applying the 
proportion of civilian deaths to military deaths—218 civilians out of 241 total deaths (Zhang 
2001, p. 436)—to the figure of 2600 from the Red Cross and US State Department, then it could 
be estimated that 2340 demonstrators were killed on June 3rd. In either case, the threshold for 
being considered a protest receiving highly deadly repression is met. 
 The official number of individuals arrested, convicted, and sentenced was 1602 people, 
according to an official account published by the Hunan Provincial that was discovered in the 
early 2000s (“Less Than a Dozen,” 2012), garnering a score of 2 that indicates that there was a 
medium-low number of arrests. Taking the death toll of over 1000 people into account, assigning 
a score to police aggressiveness is also fairly straightforward. The widespread injury and death 
resulting from live ammo being shot at protestors as well as tanks rolling over protestors indicate 
that police aggression was high and receives a score of 4 (Calhoun 1989; Brook 1992). Similarly, 
the level of military presence receives a score of 4 due to the deployment of the People’s 
Liberation Army as well as the implementation of martial law. In the immediate aftermath of 
June 4th, martial law was declared and maintained in Beijing, only ending more than seven 
months later on January 11, 1990 (Southerl 1990). Turning to the fifth element included in the 
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repression score, censorship, the Tiananmen Square protests were met with high censorship, 
receiving a score of 4. Though these protests took place before the advent of the internet, the 
censorship employed by the Chinese government was expansive and immediate. Reining in the 
print media outlets, which had been less restricted during the protests due to internal Party strife, 
any mention of Tiananmen Square was ordered to be kept out of the news. Along with the 
institution of martial law, communications were also limited. Self-censorship was provisionally 
mandated through the creation of “tattle-tale lines” through which citizens were expected to 
report on suspected protestors (Calhoun 1989, p. 37; Brook 1992, p. 194).  Even today, mention 
of the “June 4th Incident” is heavily censored from traditional and online media sources, with 
young Chinese citizens being largely ignorant of the protests and subsequent massacre.  
 Combining the scores for each of these elements of deadly repression, the aggregate 
deadly repression score would be 38, 3.8 on a four-point scale. Rounding up to a score of 4, the 
repression of the Tiananmen Square protests in 1989 was a pro-democracy protest event with a 
history of prior protest that was met with the deadliest level of repression.  
Pro-Democracy Movements in the Lead-up to Tiananmen 
 Under Cai (2008)’s assumption about the authoritarian motive for harsher 
repression, the Tiananmen Square protests were most likely met with lethal force in order for the 
government to maintain its monopoly on power and its authoritarian control. I argue that a 
history of previous similar protests is the primary explanatory variable for the increased lethality 
of the repression of the 1989 protests. Rather than being an isolated event that appeared from a 
vacuum, the 1989 student movement emerged from a context of hopeful reform that followed the 
economic opening up of the country after Mao Zedong’s death in 1976. Perhaps surprisingly to 
many in the West, the Tiananmen Square protests were the third in a series of pro-democracy 
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movements, the first being in late 1978 and the second being in late 1986 to early 1987 
(Richelson and Evans, 1999).  
Despite the fact that these two movements both took place in the decade preceding 1989, 
there are several differences between the first, the Democracy Wall movement of 1978-79, and 
the latter two. The primary differing characteristic of this novel pro-democracy movement was 
that it was almost exclusively run through written forms of protest. Dissidents were empowered 
to publish pro-democracy journals that openly critiqued the government and opted to paste such 
critiques on the wall that gave the movement its name (Brodsgaard 1981, pp. 762-768). In fact, 
there were no physical pro-democracy demonstrations of the masses during the Democracy Wall 
movement3 (Brodsgaard 1981, p. 763). Though many of the writers and dissident organizers 
were later arrested for their participation in the movement (Ito 1999), there was an absence of 
explicitly violent or deadly repression. Presumably, the lack of physical mass protest eliminated 
the opportunity (and necessity) for violent or deadly repression. As such, this first foray of the 
Chinese people into pro-democracy activism under the PRC can more accurately be classified as 
an ideological movement that served as the basis for the two later protests of the 1980s rather 
than a protest event involving physical protesting on the part of large groups of individual 
citizens.  
The second pro-democracy movement in the PRC broke out in December 1986 and 
continued sporadically into January 1987. Because of the differing mechanics and repression of 
the Democracy Wall movement, I would argue that the first true pro-democracy protest event in 
China were these first student movements in 1986. The first of these broke out on December 5, 
 
3 In truth, there was a demonstration of students returning from the countryside on February 5, 1979. However, this 
protest was organized against the policy of sending youth to rural areas to work the land in order to be educated by 
the masses rather than advocating for any pro-democracy policy change (Brodsgaard 1981, p. 764). 
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1986 when students in Hefei demanded the ability to nominate a member to the People’s 
Congress (Kwong 1988, p. 970). Though the students proclaimed such statements as, “long live 
democracy, down with the autocracy” or “down with bureaucratism, return to us democracy” 
(Ibid, p. 973), their true demands largely focused on more freedom within their universities, 
rather than the structure of the government itself (Ibid, p. 978). Taken in conjunction with the 
relatively low turnout to protests, even though they took place in cities across China, the threat 
level to the government was fairly low (Ibid, p. 981). There were reports of mild police 
aggression. For example, the student protests in Shanghai were forcefully broken up by police on 
December 19 (Gargan 1986). However, there was little violence and no lethal force applied. The 
government even admitted to problems in the bureaucracies of universities and that the 
government would work to address the students’ concerns (Kwong 1988, p. 981). 
Given the sudden ramping up of repression from mild police action and a modicum of 
tolerance to mass slaughter, I would argue that the repression of the 1989 protests was more 
deadly not simply because it was a part of a series of pro-democracy protests, but because it 
deviated from the patterns established by those previous events. That is, the previous protests 
were calling for democracy to be sure, but they were also protesting against nuclear testing in 
Xinjiang, or for other “student issues” (Richelson and Evans, 1999). When the government 
moved to shut these protests down, through arrest of writers in the first or acquiescence in the 
second, they were shut down. The protests at Tiananmen Square in 1989 began similarly as the 
previous movement of 1986, protesting against the exile of a deceased reformer, Hu Yaobang, 
but slowly became more and more threatening to the regime over time. The start of the hunger 
strike on May 13th indicated to the government that the students were dedicated to seeing that 
their (decidedly more radical) demands met. The fact that over one million people joined in 
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Beijing, alone, increased pressure to the point that the Chinese government had to act. The threat 
of Chinese citizens calling their government to account was so great because the call had never 
been answered by so many people at once. If one million of the people call for reform of the 
People’s Republic, then what would stop them from making that change? The potential for 
destabilization of the regime was too powerful for the government to ignore and, therefore, 
repression of the protests at any cost was deemed necessary. As such, lethal repression was 
employed—to the greatest extent of any pro-democracy protest in China before or since. 
2008 — Tibetan Unrest 
The Protests  
 The Tibetan Unrest in 2008 is a case of highly deadly repression in response to the 
identity-based demands of the protestors as well as a history of similar movements over the fifty 
years preceding the event. In the leadup to the Beijing Olympics, protests erupted in the Tibetan 
Autonomous Region following decades of religious oppression and economic 
disenfranchisement. Between March 10, 2008 and April 5, 2008, there were at least 95 protests, 
though the true number could be as high as 150 protests, in the Tibetan Autonomous Region and 
Tibetan areas of surrounding provinces (Barnett 2009, p. 8).  The initial protest on March 10 was 
one involving several hundred monks from Drepung Monastery, which lies just outside of Lhasa. 
These monks were protesting against “Patriotic Education,” which mandated heavy police 
presence in monasteries, forced monks to denounce the Dalai Lama, and required monks to 
attend political classes (“People’s Republic of China: The Olympics Countdown,” 2008, p. 2). 
This initial peaceful march was blocked by Chinese armed police and 50-60 monks were arrested 
(Ibid, p. 2). On the same day, several other small protests broke out involving 10 protestors 
raising of the Tibetan national flag and handing out pamphlets (Ibid, p. 2). Another small protest 
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amounting to just between 5 and 10 monks from Sera Monastery in Lhasa were arrested despite 
the fact that the protests were peaceful (Ibid, p. 2). A fourth, much larger, protest of about 340 
people (140 of whom were also monks) was tear-gassed and dispersed by the People’s Armed 
Police (Ibid, p. 2). The following day, March 11, 2008, over one thousand armed police were 
sent to quell another group of monks that were protesting the arrest of the previous protestors 
from Sera Monastery (Ibid, p.2). By March 12, the government began restricting 
communications through mobile phone and internet outages (Ibid, p.2). On March 14, 2008, the 
“protests in Lhasa turned violent” with some protestors targeting Han Chinese residents and 
setting fires at Han-owned businesses (Ibid, p. 3). Over the following month and sporadically 
over the remainder of 2008, many protests broke out leading to at least 95 and as many as 150, 
according to Xinhua, a state news media company, by the end of the year (Barnett 2009, p. 8). 
Communications blackouts remained in place in the Tibetan Autonomous Region until 
December of 2008 but were reinstated following the first self-immolation in February 2009 (Lam 
2013).  
According to the Mass Mobilization Data Project, there were approximately 7350 
protestors involved in the nine biggest protests in Tibetan areas over the course of 2008 (Clark 
and Regan 2016). The number of deaths as compiled and confirmed by the Central Tibetan 
Administration is 207 deaths—minus the 20 included in the estimate resulting from suicide or 
depression (Central Tibetan Administration 2009, p. 168), signifying a highly deadly score of 4. 
Even more so than Tiananmen, the number of those arrested is particularly indicative of the 
harshness of the repression meted out by the Chinese regime. Between March and April 2008 
when the bulk of the protests occurred, 5538 Tibetans were reportedly arrested (Central Tibetan 
Administration 2009, p.169). Being above 5000, the number of arrests in Tibet receives a score 
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of 4, signifying a high number of arrests. Given the firing of live ammo and reports of rampant 
police brutality described above, the level of police aggression was high, also receiving a score 
of 4. Similarly, the military was heavily involved, though not to the highest degree because there 
was no declaration of martial law. Though the People’s Armed Police were originally the only 
military organization deployed, the People’s Liberation Army had been sent to Lhasa to join the 
lesser organization by March 24, 2008, ten days after the protests began (Yardley 2008). Military 
involvement in the case of Tibet was high, garnering a score of 3 because martial law was never 
officially declared. To round out the repression score, censorship was high, with internet and 
media blackouts extending longer than six months until December 2008 (Lam 2013). The eight-
month media blackout earns a score of 4 towards the score of deadly repression. In total, the 
aggregate score of deadly repression is 39 (3.9 out of 4), rounding up to a score of 4, indicating 
another case of highly deadly repression. 
Pre-History of Protest Prior to 2008 
Before analyzing the predecessors to the Tibetan protests in 2008, it is important to 
acknowledge that after the initial peaceful protests, the Tibetan protestors grew violent. The 
Chinese government refers to these protests as riots and emphasizes the targeting of Han Chinese 
residents in Lhasa by some Tibetans, likely in an attempt to delegitimize the protests altogether4. 
From the perspective of the Chinese government, it might be argued that it was the brutality of 
the protests that rendered later lethal repression “necessary” in order to protect other civilians 
from riotous and violent criminals. However, this idea of violence on the part of the protestors 
causing lethal repression does not match the timeline of events on the ground. On March 11th, the 
 
4 The Baidu (Chinese Wikipedia/Google) entry for the 2008 protests is titled “3·14拉萨打砸抢烧暴力犯罪事件” 
literally translating to mean “The March 14th Violent Crime Incident of Vandalization, Robbery, and Burning in 
Lhasa” (“3/14 Lasa daza qiang,” n.d.). 
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second day of protests, police and paramilitary security forces were already armed with live 
ammunition (“People’s Republic of China: The Olympics Countdown,” 2008, p. 2). However, it 
wasn’t three days later on March 14th that some protestors grew violent and began to attack Han 
Chinese businesses and civilians (Ibid, p. 3). It seems more likely, however, that frustrated 
Tibetan protestors who were already protesting the overreaching influence of the Chinese 
government in the region were driven to violence after being met with harsh, violent repression. 
It is thus unlikely that the authorization of violent, lethal repression was ordered in response to 
violence at the hands of Tibetan protestors.  
Rather, I would argue that it was the history of protests in Tibet that led to the level of 
deadly repression that it did because of the threat that such serial protests pose to the Chinese 
regime. As will be seen in a later case of protest in Inner Mongolia, some identity-based protests 
calling for increased respect of cultural autonomy can and have been tolerated by the Chinese 
government. However, the history of violent, pro-independence or pro-autonomy movements in 
Tibet prohibited such treatment for the 2008 Tibetan protests. The first of these major 
movements came just eight years after Tibet was annexed by the PRC in 1951. What is now 
known as the Tibetan Uprising broke out in the form of an armed rebellion against the Chinese 
military on March 10, 1959. After three weeks of conflict, the dust settled and the political and 
religious head of Tibet, the 14th Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, had fled to India and some 87,000 
Tibetans and approximately 2,000 Chinese soldiers had been killed (University of Central 
Arkansas, n.d.).  
Following this failed uprising, the Chinese military maintained a strong presence in Tibet, 
and there were no major incidents until the 1980s. Between 1987 and 1989, there were several 
large demonstrations against the central government in Lhasa and the surrounding towns. On 
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October 1, 1987, the 38th anniversary of the founding of the PRC, a group of monks and 
laypeople demonstrated in support of the Dalai Lama’s proposed Five-Point Peace Proposal5 
(“Prisoners of Tibet”). Essentially, these protests were designed to demonstrate against the 
erasure of Tibetan religious and cultural practices. After six unarmed people were killed by the 
police, other protestors began throwing rocks at the police and set 14 police vehicles on fire 
(Ibid). Similar sporadic incidents occurred through the rest of 1987 and 1988 until March 8th, 
1989 when 2,000 troops were deployed to Lhasa and martial law was declared (University of 
Central Arkansas, n.d.). Martial law was lifted over a year later on May 1, 1990 and there were 
no demonstrations until the late 1990s during which more Tibetans were shot and killed by 
police. In short, there had been a near-constant stream of sporadic protests over the two decades 
leading up to the protests in 2008. 
As evidenced by the fairly frequent popular discontent in the Tibetan Autonomous 
Region, Tibetans had previously indicated to the Chinese government that they were not content 
with quietly accepting the forced assimilation into the Han Chinese fold. Over the fifty years of 
Chinese annexation leading up to 2008, Tibetans repeatedly demanded for respect for their ethnic 
and religious identities as distinct from their identity as Chinese citizens. In addition to these 
repeated displays of collective disobedience, the mere existence of the spiritual figurehead of the 
Dalai Lama (who also heads the Tibetan government-in-exile in India), makes real the threat of 
separatism. Though the 2008 protests started with calls against specific Chinese policies (the 
over-surveillance of monks), the first monks almost surely chose to protest on March 10th, the 
 
5 The Five-Point Peace Proposal are as follows: “1. Transformation of the whole of Tibet into a zone of peace; 2. 
Abandonment of China's population transfer policy which threatens the very existence of the Tibetans as a people; 3. 
Respect for the Tibetan people's fundamental human rights and democratic freedoms; 4. Restoration and protection 
of Tibet's natural environment and the abandonment of China's use of Tibet for the production of nuclear weapons 
and dumping of nuclear waste; 5. Commencement of earnest negotiations on the future status of Tibet and of 
relations between the Tibetan and Chinese peoples” (His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama, 1987). 
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49th anniversary of the beginning of the failed Tibetan Uprising, in an effort to make clear their 
deep fury at nearly five decades of oppression. Even if the date of this protest were somehow 
entirely coincidental, it is even more unlikely that the Chinese government would dismiss it as 
such. The case of Tibet is the perfect example of how history of serial identity-based protests 
calling for respect of cultural autonomy increases the likelihood that the Chinese government 
will feel the need to resort to lethal repression. In a kind of domino effect building off one 
another, each of the successive movements reinforced the immediacy of the threat of Tibetan 
separatism or independence. Future protests that did not call for such drastic changes are looped 
into and innately tied to the previous movements and, thus, dealt with accordingly. Lethal force 
appears to be the preferred mechanism used by the Chinese government to prevent the situation 
from spiraling out of control 
The protests in Tibet in 2008 were much smaller and, on their face, the demands of the 
protestors appeared to be much less destabilizing to the regime than the Tiananmen Square 
protests in 1989; yet the deadly repression score was the same. Furthermore, these protests 
remained confined to the Tibetan autonomous region and other Tibetan-populated areas and were 
thus very unlikely to spread to other parts of China; yet more than three times the number of 
protestors were arrested in the aftermath of Tibet than after Tiananmen Square. These realities 
are indicative of the sheer harshness and lethality of repression in Tibet. The threat of separatism 
is made very real to the Chinese government by the long history of anti-regime protests; to them, 
Tibet could easily break free bolstered by its entirely separate culture, history, and religion. The 
approach to repression established by Tibet has been mirrored in Xinjiang and will be made 
more evident in the following case study on the 2009 protests in Urumqi. 
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2009 — Urumqi Protests 
The 7/5 Incident 
 The case of the 2009 Urumqi “Riots” is a case of highly deadly repression in response to 
the identity-based demands of the protestors as well as the history of popular protest by the 
ethnic Uighurs. On July 5, 2009, a peaceful protest was held in the People’s Square in the capital 
city of Xinjiang Province, Urumqi. Following false accusations of rape against 6 Uighur male 
factory workers in Shaoguan—a city in Guangdong Province that is thousands of miles away 
from Urumqi—there was a violent confrontation between Han and Uighur factory workers at the 
Xuri Toy Factory (“Justice, Justice,” 2010, p. 11). By the end of the violence, at least 2 ethnic 
Uighurs had been killed. These two workers and the nearly 800 other Uighur factory workers at 
the factory in Shaoguan had been sent there by a Chinese government program “aimed at 
tackling unemployment” in the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region (XUAR) (Ibid, p. 12).   
The so-called Shaoguan Incident acted as a reflection of the discrimination, persecution, 
and marginalization of Uighurs both in their home province of Xinjiang and in China at large. 
On Uighur websites and social media, demonstrations were planned to protest the Chinese 
government’s failure to protect the Uighur victims at the Han-Uighur brawl in Shaoguan as well 
as a general sense of injustice inflicted on Uighurs by the Han establishment (Ibid, p. 12). The 
protests were to start at 5pm in front of the XUAR Chinese Communist Party headquarters (Ibid, 
p. 12). When asked about the protests, one demonstrator told Amnesty International, “we are 
Chinese citizens, we live under Chinese governance, and we demanded that they listen to us” 
(Ibid, p. 12) Another protestor reported frustration with inequality between Han and Uighurs as a 
catalyst for the protests noting that, “we get an education, but they go and get Han Chinese from 
elsewhere [in China] and give them jobs” while “Uighurs with a high level of education don’t get 
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jobs” (Ibid, p. 13). In total, the number of protestors ranged from 1,000 to 10,000 according to 
varying sources (Ibid, p. 13; “Scores Killed in China Protests,” 2009). 
The Riots and Repression 
The protests began peacefully, but by 6:00 pm security forces (including the People’s 
Armed Police) had arrived to back up the police that had already been present (“Justice, Justice,” 
2010, p. 13). By July 6th over “20,000 security forces, including police, paramilitary armed 
police, and the military” had entered Urumqi to prevent further protest (“We Are Afraid,” 2009). 
Though, the size of the security forces was large, it only verifiably included different branches of 
the People’s Armed Police, and not the People’s Liberation Army. As such, the level of military 
involvement was medium-low and receives a score of 2. When nearly 1000 protestors moved 
away from CCP headquarters and headed south, they were met with a roadblock (“Justice, 
Justice,” 2010, p. 13). It was at this roadblock that police began firing on protestors with live 
ammunition, using teargas, and beating the protestors with batons, garnering a score of 4 for high 
police aggression (Ibid, pp. 13-14). At least partially in response to this violence from the police, 
the protestors themselves began to grow violent. After 8:00 pm streetlights were turned off on 
major roads and the response of the security forces also escalated even further with gunfire 
continuing for several hours (Ibid, p. 15). It is also important to note that certain Uighurs began 
to attack Han Chinese civilians and burn down Han-owned businesses—though reports of this 
violence were over-emphasized by the state media to characterize the entire protest as violent 
riots (Ibid, p. 16).  
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According to former President of the WUC, Rebiya Kadeer6, a conservative estimate for 
the number of Uighurs killed was 400 (Ibid, p. 20). With more than 100 protestor deaths, the 
repression of 2009 Urumqi protests is labelled as highly deadly with a score of 4. Despite this 
lethal repression, the number of arrests was relatively low, at least as reported by the Chinese 
government. On July 7th, authorities announced the arrest of 1,434 people who were in some way 
connected to the protests (Ibid, p. 21) reaching the threshold for medium-low number of arrests 
and a score of 2.  Another feature of arrest in response to the July 5th protests was the forced 
disappearance of at least 43 men and boys as reported by Human Rights Watch (Ibid, p. 21; “We 
Are Afraid,” 2009). Additionally, there were media blackouts in Urumqi and around Xinjiang 
Province beginning on July 5th with state news media initially downplaying violence on the part 
of the Uighurs and the Han, before reversing course and blaming the Uighurs entirely for the 
violence (“Justice, Justice,” 2009, p. 16). SMS services were down from July 6, 2009 until 
January 2010, albeit with a cap of 20 messages per day (Ibid. p. 16). Internet access was cut on 
July 6th, 2009, only being “fully restored” on May 14th, 2010 (Ibid, p. 16). The combined media 
blackout lasting for more than ten months earns censorship in this case a high score of 4. As with 
Tibet, the internet remains heavily monitored and censored by the Chinese government. The 
aggregate repression score for the 2009 protests in Urumqi was 36 (3.6 out of 4), rounding to the 





6 Kadeer and the WUC were later blamed (without evidence) by the Chinese government for organizing and inciting 
the violence of the protests. According to the state news media company, Xinhua, “the unrest was masterminded by 
the World Uyghur Congress” (Buckley 2009; “We Are Afraid,” 2009). 
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Protestor Violence 
 As with Tibet, the fact that these protests turned violent on the part of the protestors could 
be ascribed as the factor that most greatly led to the deadly repression enforced by Chinese 
government forces. Yet, also like Tibet, it appears that violence on the part of protestors only 
emerged when instigated by extreme violence on the part of police. Initial protests were planned 
to be peaceful starting at 5:00 pm and it appears the protestors largely remained so until, as 
described above, police began to block protestors from the road (“Justice, Justice,” 2009, p. 15). 
Although it is true that it is uncertain what caused the sheer scale of Uighur violence against Han 
Chinese people, it seems clear that police brutality and the use of deadly force both preceded 
violence from the protestors. For example, live ammunition was present even near the People’s 
Square, where the protests began and from where the protestors left around 6:00 pm. Take the 
eyewitness account from an Amnesty International interview with a female protestor:  
“We left the People’s Square and walked towards Nanmen. A woman in her 
forties or fifties talked about inequality and discrimination, that Chinese young 
people have opportunities that we don’t have. Then some twenty military vehicles 
arrived. The security forces carried automatic rifles and started to push the 
demonstrators. The woman walked towards them. A policeman shot her. She 
died. It was shocking, and I was very frightened.” (“Justice, Justice,” 2009, p. 13). 
The bands of Uighur looters and rioters did not start attacking Han civilians until later that 
evening and much farther south than the People’s Square (Ibid, p. 14). Of course, with the 
possibility of inaccurate eyewitness reports as well as varying timelines concerning what 
happened, when, relying on such statements is not foolproof. However, reports by protestors of 
being beaten, seeing others be beaten and/or shot, and being teargassed in the People’s Square 
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and at the roadblock are abundant. It can only thus be concluded that protestors became violent 
only after being shut down with deadly repression from the government. There must then be 
another explanation as to why deadly repression was employed in the first place. 
Historical Protests in Xinjiang 
 That explanation, I would argue, is the presence of previous Uighur protest movements in 
Xinjiang calling for increased autonomy and the protection of Uighur culture. The first of these 
occurred in April 1990 in a small village called Baren Township. Little is known about the 
details of what actually occurred during the violent confrontation between Uighur protestors (or 
militiamen according to the government) and the People’s Liberation Army. However, on April 
4, 1990, over 200 men led by separatist Zeydun Yusup went to the local government office to 
demand the cessation of Han Chinese migration into Xinjiang as well as to protest against the 
250 forced abortions on women of the village7 (Guo 2015, p. 44). Armed with rifles, these men 
began to attack the building, killed 6 police officers, injured 13, and captured 5 (Ibid, p. 44). By 
the end of the next day, the People’s Liberation Army had largely quelled the uprising and its 
leader, Zeydun Yusup, had been killed (Ibid, pp. 44-45). By April 10, the uprising had ended 
with 23 killed, 21 injured, and 232 Uighur fighters captured (Ibid, p. 45). The 30th anniversary of 
the Baren Township Uprising (or Massacre) was recently commemorated by the East Turkistan 
government-in-exile as “an inspiration for those striving [to] restore East Turkistan’s 
independence” (East Turkistan Government in Exile, 2020, p. 17).  
Seven years later, in 1997, there were a series of Uyghur demonstrations in the city of 
Ghulja (Yining in Mandarin) starting in February. The demonstrations were organized in protest 
of the recent execution of 30 Uighur independence activists in addition to Chinese government 
 
7 This was a part of the newly minted One-Child Policy though it obviously cannot be confirmed that these 250 
abortions in particular took place aside from it being the main aim of the Baren Township conflict 
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repression of traditional Uighur culture8 (Guo 2015, p. 45). Chanting slogans such as “Allah is 
Great” and “Independence for Xinjiang” these Uighur protestors were met with “clubs, water 
cannons, and tear gas” and were dispersed by the People’s Liberation Army with live 
ammunition (Ibid, p. 45). According to government reports, nine protestors were killed in the 
crackdown, though the number could certainly have been higher (Ibid, p. 45). It is clear that both 
the Ghulija Incident and the Baren Township Uprising were both movements tied to pro-
independence causes for Xinjiang and the Uighur people which represented a clear threat to the 
Chinese government and had to be repressed. 
 After a decade devoid of any major Uighur-related violence (Ibid, p 46), the Urumqi 
demonstrations on July 5, 2009 served as a harsh reminder that Uighurs were not content with 
life under Chinese rule. Regardless of the fact that these protests were primarily calling for less 
discrimination and equal opportunity for economic advancement, the deadly repression that was 
ordered by the Chinese government serves as a clear indication that these protests represented a 
continuation of previous pro-independence movements. Despite the fact that these demands for 
equal rights under the Chinese state could presumably be accommodated, they were not. Even as 
some Uighur protestors carried Chinese flags to demand their equal rights as Chinese citizens 
(“Justice, Justice” 2010, p. 12), these protestors were met with the same level of deadly 
repression as those who had killed government policemen. With both the issue of protestor 
violence and demands largely eliminated from the causal chain, it seems likely that the history of 
past (violent) pro-independence movements is the primary cause of at least the initial deadly 
repression employed on July 5th. When Uighurs are making demands for equal rights, they are 
 
8 An example of this is a form of traditional gathering called ‘meshrep’ where Uighurs eat, drink, play music in the 
setting of a loose philosophical debate. In the 1980s, meshreps in Xinjiang began to discuss overtly politically 
sensitive topics, causing them to be banned by the CCP in 1995. (Noubel 2020) 
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notifying the Chinese government that they are dissatisfied with life under the Chinese regime. 
With the planning of the protests taking place over the heavily monitored Chinese internet, it is 
easy to imagine that the Chinese government was well aware that a large group of Uighurs would 
be protesting on July 5th and could instruct local police to act accordingly.  
Rather than taking the demands of the protestors at face value and considering making 
small accommodations, the government clearly saw a threat that needed to be met with deadly 
repression. Once the widespread violence perpetrated broke out (again, largely in response to the 
harsh repressive response of the police) the Chinese government’s fears were confirmed. If 
allowed to progress further, the Urumqi protests could attract more support from Uighurs and 
snowball into a major destabilizing event. To reemphasize, deadly repression is more of a last 
resort option because it risks reigniting protests by martyring the protestors who are killed. The 
threat of separatism was first ignited in the previous incidents at Baren Township and Ghulja and 
was reintroduced with the Urumqi protests. In an effort to avoid a Tiananmen-level separatist 
movement spread through widespread discontent, the government chose to repress with the 
harshest means at its disposal. The inexcusable violent attacks on Han Chinese later in the night 
gave a convenient cover for the repression that places blame on the Uighurs if the timeline is not 
examined closely enough. However, in examining when deadly repression was first employed it 
is made evident that this violence did not cause the repression, but rather deadly repression 
caused the violence. In this way, the government not only quashed what it perceived as the 
immediate threat of Uighur separatism, but created the framework for the continued repression of 




2014 — Hong Kong Umbrella Movement 
The Protests  
 The Umbrella Movement is a case of violent, but non-deadly, repression meted out in 
response to the pro-democracy demands of the protestors and the history of previous pro-
democracy protests in the city of Hong Kong. On September 28, 2014, the Occupy Central 
Movement began outside of Admiralty Station and the surrounding government buildings 
including the Legislative Council of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (LegCo) 
(“Hong Kong protests,” 2014). Having called for citizens to protest Beijing’s meddling in the 
politics of the city since January 2013 to no avail, the overwhelming support for civil 
disobedience was surprising to the organizers of what was known as the Occupy Central with 
Love and Peace movement (Ortmann 2015, p. 32). The demonstrations were originally intended 
to protest an August 2014 decision by Beijing to enable Hong Kong voters to only vote for their 
chief executive from a list of candidates who were pre-approved by the CCP (“Hong Kong 
Protests” 2014). With students heading the charge, “the occupation spread from Admiralty to 
Central, Causeway Bay, Mong Kok, and briefly to Tsim Sha Tsui” (Ortmann 2015, p. 46). The 
first night of the protests, police had already begun using tear gas on protestors which only 
rallied more students to join the cause (“Hong Kong Protests” 2014). Despite many attempts to 
reach a consensus between the student leaders in October, longstanding government official and 
current chief executive, Carrie Lam, was unable to convince the students to discontinue their 
protest (Tong 2019, p. 197). Over the 79 days of protest, the students expanded their occupations 
to other parts of the city while living in tents and periodically clashing with police (“Hong Kong 
Protests” 2014). The movement began to be known as the Umbrella Movement because of the 
collective use of umbrellas by the students to protect against the tear gas thrown on them by 
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police. On October 23, a group of students hung a yellow banner that read, “I want real universal 
suffrage” (Tong 2019, p. 198). After slowly clearing different occupied encampments, the police 
succeeded in clearing Admiralty on December 11, 2014 and officially ended the Umbrella 
Movement with the reopening of Causeway Bay on December 15th (Ibid, p. 199). 
The Repression  
The repression of the Umbrella Movement differs from the previous studies examined 
above in that there have been no reported deaths resulting from violent interactions with the 
police or other government forces. Because there was also no evidence that the police were 
authorized to use lethal force, the key metric of deaths receives a score of 1. It was, however, 
reported that police were particularly violent in their interactions with protestors. In some cases, 
protestors were beaten until they were unconscious. For example, the protests only grew in 
strength when an attack by police on a protestor was caught on video (“Hong Kong Protests” 
2014). In total, there were at least 1,972 complaints lodged against the police for excessive force 
or other grievances for their conduct during the protests (“955 Arrested for Occupy Offences,” 
2014). Because of these widespread reports of police brutality, a high aggression score of 4 is 
most apt for this case. Shifting to arrests, 1,030 people had been arrested or turned themselves 
into police custody by December 15, 2014 (Ibid), garnering a score of 2 for medium-low number 
of arrests. Despite the relatively low number of arrests, student leaders of the movement, such as 
Joshua Wong and other democracy activists, have been continually arrested over the past six 
years usually on charges ostensibly related to the Occupy Movement.9 The military was not 
deployed in response to the Umbrella Movement receiving the lowest score of 1—though it 
should be noted there is a permanent garrison of the People’s Liberation Army stationed outside 
 
9 Wong was detained upon arrival in Thailand in 2016 and deported back to Hong Kong after 12 hours in detention 
due to the suspected orders of Beijing to limit Wong’s travel (Cheung et al. 2016) 
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the city (Wuthnow 2019). Similarly, censorship was low given a lack of direct media blackouts 
in response to the protests, again receiving a score of 1. Although censorship of the protests was 
not carried out in Hong Kong itself, on the mainland, the following order was issued: 
“All websites must immediately clear away information about Hong Kong students 
violently assaulting the government and about ‘Occupy Central.’ Promptly report any 
issues. Strictly manage interactive channels, and resolutely delete harmful information. 
This [directive] must be followed precisely” (Rudolph 2014). 
In sum, the deadly repression score for the Umbrella Movement is 14 (1.4 out of 4), rounding 
down to a score of 1, signifying that the repression in this case was not deadly, it was merely 
violent.  
Analysis of (Non-lethal) Repression 
 The most notable element of the repression of the Umbrella Movement was that, though 
violent, it did not cause any fatalities amongst the protestors. A reasonable explanation for this 
lack of deadly repression in the case of the Umbrella Movement is that Hong Kong is somewhat 
separate from Mainland China, both politically and economically. The policy of “one country, 
two systems” allows for there to be at least a semblance of democracy in Hong Kong, though 
that status has been repeatedly curtailed by the central government in Beijing (i.e. the mandatory 
implementation of a list of pre-approved candidates for the election of the chief executive that 
spurred the Umbrella Movement). There is enough separation between the two entities that there 
is less worry that calls for democracy might destabilize the regime as a whole. The calls for 
democracy of the Umbrella Movement only called on the CCP to respect the extant democratic 
institutions in the city, not for the entire country to become democratic. As such, the threat would 
be limited to the already democratic city of Hong Kong. What’s more, the separation of the 
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mainland Chinese internet from Hong Kong allows for easy erasure of any news of the protests 
to reach most people in the Mainland, rendering the risk of such ideology spreading to large 
groups of Chinese people null and void.  
However, the focus of this thesis, the role of prior protests in dictating repression, 
provides a compelling alternative explanation for the lack of deadly repression in response to the 
Umbrella Movement. Since the handover of Hong Kong in 1997, there has been a thriving pro-
democracy movement, replete with such trappings as whole political parties and annual pro-
democracy demonstrations (Ortmann 2015, p. 41). Where a history of similar protests increases 
the level of deadly repression deployed against serial, identity-based protests, it appears that the 
opposite is true of serial pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong. Despite frequent pro-democracy 
protests in Hong Kong starting in 2003 (including annual vigils commemorating the Tiananmen 
Square Massacre), the Chinese government in Beijing has been able to erode the democratic 
institutions of the city—i.e. by instituting pre-approved candidates for elections (Ibid, p. 41). 
That is to say, the protests are largely incapable of preventing the central Chinese government 
from exercising its control and thus do not require deadly repression to be shut down or to even 
prevent sweeping change. Obviously, protests in Hong Kong are still not desirable and if not for 
the factors listed above, the Chinese government would likely prefer to crackdown with the 
harshest form of deadly repression than be the subject of 79 days’ worth of media coverage due 
to a pro-democracy protest. However, the risk of bolstering a protest or inciting a rebellion due to 
the overuse of deadly repression is not worth the risk given that fact that the reward is likely to 
be obtained eventually no matter the type of repression. Therefore, the 2014 Umbrella 
Movement was not met with deadly force, the status quo being reestablished with the eventual 
implementation of the original August 31st reforms to the electoral process. 
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2019 — Hong Kong Anti-Extradition Protests 
The Protests  
 The 2019 Anti-Extradition Bill protests are a case of low deadly repression in response to 
the movement’s pro-democracy demands as well as the previous protests that preceded it, 
including the preceding case of the 2014 Umbrella Movement. On June 9, 2019 nearly half a 
million people joined the protests against a recent piece of legislation that expanded Beijing’s 
influence in the city and demonstrations continued until May 2020. The original legislation that 
was being protested was a newly proposed extradition treaty between Hong Kong and the 
Mainland (“Hong Kong Protestors Demonstrate,” 2019). Pro-democracy activists and regular 
citizens viewed the legislation as an attempt to erode the integrity of the democratic processes of 
Hong Kong by allowing the Chinese government to arrest human rights’ activists, writers, and 
other dissidents who reside in Hong Kong precisely because of the lack of extradition treaty with 
China (Ibid). Essentially, the protestors regarded the extradition bill as a law that would expose 
the city to the “arbitrary detention, unfair trial and torture” that they view as hallmarks of the 
Chinese judicial system (Ibid). The implementation of this extradition treaty followed other 
interference of Beijing over the previous decade—including the electoral changes that sparked 
the Umbrella Movement described above. However, given the duration of the protests and the 
continued support across all societal classes, the level of perceived threat to the integrity of 
democratic rule in the city was apparently even greater than had previously been seen.  
 Over the course of the eleven months of anti-government protests there were various 
clashes between protestors and police, with police first firing rubber bullets and tear gas three 
days into the protests on June 12th (“Timeline: Key dates,” 2020). On June 15th, pro-Beijing chief 
executive, Carrie Lam, had indefinitely delayed the extradition bill and by July 9th declared that 
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the “extradition bill [was] dead and that government work on it has been a ‘total failure’” (Ibid). 
On September 4th, Lam announced that the bill would be withdrawn and on October 23rd that 
withdrawal was realized (Ibid). However, even with the extradition bill no longer in place, the 
protests continued due to increasing police brutality as well as continued attempts by the Hong 
Kong city government to erode democratic institutions at the behest of Beijing. For example, on 
October 29th, student activist and co-founder of a pro-democracy organization called Demosisto, 
Joshua Wong, was disqualified from running in district elections (Ibid). Protests continued into 
2020 despite minor interruptions due to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, on 
May 21st, Beijing announces the imposition of a national security bill due to “the often-violent 
anti-government unrest” in the previous year (Ibid). The law was approved by China’s 
parliament on May 28, 2020 and went into effect an hour before midnight on June 30, one hour 
before the 23rd anniversary of Hong Kong’s return to China on July 1st (“Hong Kong Security 
Law” 2020). The national security bill criminalizes “any act of secession, subversion, terrorism, 
or collusion with foreign or external forces” (Ibid). The vague, all-encompassing language of the 
bill put any suspected protestor at risk of arrest and thus effectively stifled the protests at last. As 
of February 2, 2021, Hong Police have arrested 97 people for “alleged secession, subversion, 
[and] collusion with foreign forces” since the bill was implemented on June 30th (Ho 2021). 
The Repression  
The repression of the 2019 anti-extradition, pro-democracy protests was fairly standard 
and held to the model of protest established by the Umbrella Movement nearly five years before. 
That is, rubber bullets, pepper spray, and tear gas were all deployed fairly early on in the protests 
and continued to be used as the protests grew violent. As in 2014, police were accused of using 
excessive force, beating protestors, and indiscriminately using tear gas on passerby, earning a 
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score of 4 for high police aggression (“Hong Kong: Arbitrary Arrests” 2019). Much of this 
violence was caught on camera during the months of protesting in the streets. However, this form 
of violent repression was also carried over behind closed doors (Ibid). According to one protestor 
who was arrested, officers took him to a separate room after he refused to answer a question in 
intake and beat him and threatened to break his legs if he attempted to protect himself (Ibid). The 
man was later treated at a hospital for internal bleeding and a bone fracture10 (Ibid). Military 
involvement was lower than police aggression. The People’s Armed Police were deployed to the 
city later in the protests, albeit in a supervisory role, adding a score of 2 for military involvement 
towards the deadly repression score (Torode 2020). 
At the beginning of October, as the protests entered their fifth month, the police were 
armed with live ammo for the first time introducing deadly force into the already harsh 
repression being employed. Although no protestors died at the hands of police11, two people 
were shot. The first, an 18-year-old boy, was shot in the chest on the 70th anniversary of the 
founding of the People’s Republic and the second, a 14-year-old boy, was shot in the leg three 
days later (“Hong Kong Police Shoot” 2019; “Timeline: Key Dates” 2019). Despite a lack of 
deaths, the score for the number of killings is increased to a score of 2 because of the 
authorization for the use of lethal force. The overwhelmingly large number of arrests made over 
the course of the protests reinforces the notion that the CCP inched much closer to the more 
typical response to anti-regime, pro-democracy protests than it had in 2014. Specifically, over 
 
10 Much of this type of violence was retaliatory in nature. During the man’s beating, one officer forced the man’s 
eye open and shined a laser pen into it while asking, “Don’t you like to point this at people?” Laser pens were a 
common antagonistic tactic utilized by protestors in confrontations with police (“Hong Kong: Arbitrary Arrests” 
2019). 
11 There were only two fatalities over the duration of the protests both occurring in November neither at the hands of 
the police: the first, Chow Tsz-lok, fell from a parking garage during a nearby clash between protestors and police 
(Hollingsworth and Yee, 2019) and the second, 70-year-old, Luo Changqing, was killed by protestors 
(“Zhenzhuansha qingjiegong,” 2020). 
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10,000 arrests were made, around 60 of which were repeat offenses (Vines 2020; Leung and Lau 
2019), garnering a score of 4 for the number of arrests. Repression of the 2019 extradition bill 
protests did not involve direct censorship or the restriction of telecommunications in Hong Kong; 
the censorship score is thus a 1. However, as with the Umbrella Movement, these protests were 
heavily censored in Mainland China. News of the protests was completely censored from 
Chinese websites and news media for the first seven weeks of the protests and only talked about 
as foreign-incited riots once the censorship lifted (“Waibu shili,” 2019). The total score of deadly 
repression for the 2019 Hong Kong protests is 23 (2.3 out of 4), rounding down to 2 to be 
labelled as a protest event that was met with low deadly repression. 
Analysis of the Repression 
 As stated above, the repression of the 2019 protests begins similarly to that of the 
Umbrella Movement and involved similar levels of repression. With the protests maintaining 
strength and even gaining momentum over a period of months, the harshness of the repression 
increased. The police being armed with live ammunition on October 1, 2019, the amassing of 
large numbers of troops on the border of Hong Kong, and the bringing in of the paramilitary 
People’s Armed Police showed a step towards deadly repression that diverged from the approach 
taken in 2014.  
 From the outset, it is important to note that I am considering the capacity to inflict lethal 
harm (i.e. by arming police with live rounds) as a form of lethal repression despite the lack of 
killings. Even though this lethal force did not result in any deaths, it seems plausible, if not 
probable, that knowing that police are armed with live ammo or the People’s Armed Police has 
been shipped into Hong Kong would have a similar effect to actual deaths on repressing the 
protests (minus the final repression if one were to be killed by government forces). It is also 
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important to note that I am eliminating the protestors’ violence towards police as a cause of this 
shift towards deadly repression, or at least as the primary cause. Small numbers of protestors had 
begun to respond violently to the mere presence of the police as early as June 12, 2019 and that 
violence only continued to grow in response to the violence of the police (Li 2019; “Timeline: 
Key Dates” 2019). The violence on both sides remained fairly constant throughout the conflict, 
only growing the most violent on the part of protestors later in November 2019 as the more 
radical elements continued the fight (Wong et al. 2019). As such, the authorization of lethal force 
on October 1st could not be said to have been directly tied to any singular increase in violence. 
 In contrast, the shift to lethal repression can be tied to the duration of the 2019 protests as 
well as the ability of the protestors to successfully undermine the central government’s plans, 
both of which were not true of previous protests like the Umbrella Movement. In discussing the 
repression of the Umbrella Movement, I argued that the protests were not met with lethal 
repression because the risk did not outweigh the reward. More specifically, the reward would 
come with time, rendering the need for deadly repression obsolete. The 2014 Umbrella 
Movement was the longest protest in the city prior to the 2019 protests and that movement only 
lasted 79 days. With a near-continuous protest presence in the city over 11 months, the pro-
democracy protests of 2019 simply outlasted any of its predecessors. On its own, this longevity 
might have contributed to the introduction of lethal repression. However, the factor that paired 
with longevity to necessitate a more repressive approach was the fact that the protestors were 
able to force the Hong Kong government and chief executive, Carrie Lam, to bend to their will. 
Obviously, the chief executive of Hong Kong is beholden to the authority of the central 
government in Beijing. Thus, it is clear that Beijing was privy, if not party, to the declaration on 
September 4, 2019 that the extradition bill would be withdrawn. However, other signs of 
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weakness on the part of Lam and the city government likely indicated to Beijing the need to at 
least prepare for the enforcement of lethal repression. For example, on September 26th, Carrie 
Lam was trapped in a stadium by the protestors after attempting to hold a first “open dialogue” 
with them (“Timeline: Key Dates,” 2019). The shipping in of five to ten-thousand new troops, 
including People’s Armed Police (PAP)12, in September and the equipment of Hong Kong police 
with live ammunition on October 1st could merely have been preparation for anticipated protests 
on the 70th anniversary of the PRC (Torode et al. 2019). However valid such a claim may be, it 
seems more likely that the recent weakness of the Hong Kong government and the failure of 
Beijing to fully exercise its will in the city shifted the threat level of the protests such that lethal 
force was deemed necessary.  
If the people begin to feel like they are succeeding in their protest, why would they stop 
protesting? If they are met with what clearly was a bearable amount of repression and continue to 
protest for months on end, what would stop them? The threat of deadly repression. Where the 
Umbrella Movement and previous protests blinked, the anti-extradition Hong Kongers stood 
their ground. Not only that, but the Hong Kong protestors in 2019 began to see the results that 
they demanded. Coming five years after the 2014 protests, the 2019 protests indicated that Hong 
Kong’s people were beginning to establish a new pattern of insistent and long-running protests 
that would not eventually peter out like the protests of the early 2000s. This newly established 
precedent increased the threat level to the regime such that steps were taken towards more deadly 
repression. In the absence of any deaths at the hands of police, one can see that these 2019 
protests received far less deadly repression than the other identity-based protests outlined above. 
 
12 The PAP is a separate force within the Chinese military used “to defend against potential enemies within [the 
PRC] – countering domestic upheaval and protecting top leaders.” PAP forces are specially trained in riot 
suppression and have been used to shut down previous protests in Tibet and Xinjiang (Torode et al. 2019).  
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However, the option for lethal repression was authorized and prepped to go in if the protests got 
too far out of hand. In the wake of even further opposition in a city where a massacre would be 
even more destabilizing to the Chinese government’s monopoly on control, another prevention 
method was needed. These further preventive measures can be seen in the sheer number of 
arrests as well as the ultimate passage of the national security bill and have been effective 
methods of repression, at least for the time being. 
2020 — Inner Mongolian Education Protests 
The Protests  
 The final case of protest in Inner Mongolia is a case of medium deadly repression in 
response to the identity-based demands of the protestors compounded by a previous history of 
similar movements over the past forty years. On August 24, 2020, protests erupted in the Inner 
Mongolian Autonomous Region in response to education reforms proposed by the centrally 
administered Ministry of Education. According to the new policy, which had been rolled out in 
other provinces in 2017, over the next three years, three core subjects in elementary schools 
would no longer be taught in Mongolian, but rather in Putonghua, Standard Mandarin (“Quanqu 
minzuyuyan” 2020). Starting in September 2020, literature and language would be taught in 
Putonghua, followed by a change in the language of instruction for a class called “Morality and 
the Rule of Law” as well as history in 2021 and 2022, respectively (Ibid). The Chinese 
government maintains that this policy is aimed at ensuring that the quality of education was held 
to a high standard (Davidson 2020). The secondary goal was also to reemphasize the cultivation 
of a shared Chinese identity that is one of the cornerstones of president Xi Jinping’s presidency 
(Ibid). Mongolian parents and students saw the new policy quite differently. According to the 
protestors, this policy erases one of the last remaining vestiges of Mongolian ethnic identity in 
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Inner Mongolia by replacing their language exclusively with Mandarin. One banner read, 
“Mongolia’s language is part of what makes a person Mongolian and if a person loses their 
language, they lose their national identity” (Graceffo 2020). This new policy is viewed by 
protestors as the newest extension of the forced assimilation of the region since Inner Mongolia 
was annexed by the PRC after WWII (Ibid). Similar to Xinjiang, Beijing has incentivized Han 
Chinese people to move to the province and by 2020, Han Chinese “now outnumber Mongolians 
nearly 6 to 1” (Ibid).  
 Despite rarely protesting in the past, the attempt at limiting the Mongolian language 
proved too egregious to ignore. When school was scheduled to start during the first week of 
September, parents held their children from school. The strike is so widespread that nearly 
300,000 students went on strike in Inner Mongolia (“Nine Die, Thousands Arrested” 2020; 
Graceffo 2020). A useful example representing the ubiquity of Mongolian discontent can be seen 
in the school registration record in Naiman county. Despite typically having around 1,000 
Mongolian students, only forty registered for the term and the number of those who actually 
attended the first day of classes was only ten (Graceffo 2020). Aside from the strike, countless 
thousands of Mongolians have taken to the streets, though the exact number of which is 
unknown due to harsh censorship in the region. 
 News articles only mention a harsh crackdown, presumably by police, but possibly by 
armed forces like the People’s Armed Police. Again, due to particularly high censorship of news 
out of the region, little has been released about the repression of these protests. However, the 
Southern Mongolian Human Rights Information Center (SMHRIC) first reported on September 
14th that at least nine people had died in the crackdown, garnering a score of 3 for the number of 
killings as the confirmed number of casualties was less than 100 (“Nine Die, Thousands 
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Arrested,” 2020). Additionally, in the aftermath of these protests there have been widespread 
arrests of Mongolians. According SMHRIC, there had been between 8,000 and 10,000 arrests 
made as of the end of October 2020 (“Thousands Held in Inner Mongolia,” 2020). Among those 
arrested were not only parents and teachers, but also “ethnic Mongolian dissidents and their 
families, rights activists, writers, lawyers, and leaders of traditional herding communities” (Ibid). 
The number of arrests adds a score of 4 to the overall score of deadly repression. It should be 
noted that although the SMHRIC is an Inner Mongolian pro-independence group—thus possibly 
benefiting from the portrayal of the PRC’s brutality—it seems improbable that the organization 
would simply invent the deaths of nine people and the arrest of nearly 10,000 ethnic Mongolians. 
As such, it seems clear that some level of lethal repression was applied to the protests in Inner 
Mongolia, though the extent of this violence is still unknown. The lack of information is also 
highlighted by the fact that the number of injuries has also not been reported. There is only 
anecdotal evidence of police activity as of now. At one boarding school in the region, parents 
attempted to collect their children and take them home in protest of the language change policy 
but were prevented from doing so by “hundreds of riot police” (“Rare Rallies in China,” 2020). 
Though this could have been the PAP, there have been no reports explicitly claiming that it was 
any paramilitary. Given the lack of certainty on the level of military involvement, this variable 
for the case of Inner Mongolia can only be coded with a score of 1 towards the aggregate deadly 
repression score. Taking into account the heavy involvement of the police in restricting 
movement of the protestors as well as the nine deaths, the level of police aggression, however, 
can be coded as high with a score of 4.  
Turning to the topic of censorship, right before the policy change was announced, the 
Chinese government implemented a complete shutdown of the Mongolian-language messaging 
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app, Bainuu, on August 19th (“China ‘Will End’ Mongolian-Language,” 2020). On August 24th, 
around 450 Inner Mongolian WeChat users were warned not to spread information about the new 
education policy in their group chats (Ibid). Weeks later, many Mongolian group chats on 
WeChat were shut down altogether in an effort to limit the ability of the protestors, parents, and 
teachers to coordinate further demonstrations (“Thousands Held in Inner Mongolia,” 2020). 
Because there was this type of targeted telecommunications blackout during the protests, the 
censorship of this protest movement receives a score of 2. It is possible that the blackout has 
been extended until today. However, the extent and true duration of the blackout is unknown, 
thus limiting the censorship score to a lower score than it might truly need to be assigned. 
Overall, the censorship of these protests has been complete and continues to impact the region. 
The aggregate repression score for the Inner Mongolia protests was 29 (2.9 out of 4), rounding 
up to a score of 3, indicating that repression was moderately deadly in this case. 
Analysis of Repression 
 Given the uncertainty around what repression of the 2020 Inner Mongolia protest actually 
occurred it might seem futile to attempt to analyze that repression. However, given the sparse 
amount of information that is available, it appears that protest in Inner Mongolia has entered a 
stage long occupied by Tibet and Xinjiang for the Chinese government. That is to say, in 2020, 
protest in Inner Mongolia was met with a deadly repression that, though assuredly on a lower 
scale than that deployed against protests in the other two ethnic autonomous regions, had not 
been seen in the region previously. Compared to Xinjiang and Tibet, Inner Mongolia has 
maintained a reputation as peaceful and somewhat amicable to Chinese rule. Over the past forty 
years there have only been two major protests that were largely peaceful and were actually 
tolerated, if not accommodated, by the Chinese government. What then caused the harsh 
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crackdown on the most recent series of protests? The answer, once again, lies in how these most 
recent protests were similar to and different from the similar identity-based protests that 
preceded them. 
 In the first major protest in Inner Mongolia in 1981, thousands of students protested 
against a series of newly proposed policies for the development of the region. Among their eight 
demands were calls to “stop the immigration of Han” as well as to “increase the proportion of 
Mongolian officials” among other environmental demands (Jankowiak 1988, p. 280). The goal 
of these student protestors was not to overthrow or undermine the central government, but rather 
“the issue was one of protecting and maintaining cultural integrity” (Ibid, p. 280). Over 6,000 
Mongolian students went on strike, protested at three large demonstrations, and entered into 
negotiations with the central government in Beijing (Ibid, pp. 281-285). Although Beijing 
ultimately forced the students to return to class, the protests were not ended through violent or 
lethal repression. Rather, the end was brought about through negotiation, wherein student 
representatives ensured that no participants would face arrest if they agreed to drop their 
demands (Ibid, p. 285). Unsuccessful though these protests were, violently repressed they were 
not. This novel identity-based protest in Inner Mongolia lends support to the theory that identity-
based, cultural autonomy protests need not be repressed simply on the basis that they are 
identity-based protests. 
 Likewise, when protests arose in the wake of the killing of a traditional Mongolian 
herdsman in 2011 by a Han truck driver, the government responded not with lethal repression, 
but with relatively standard low intensity repression—i.e. martial law, internet blackouts, etc. 
(“Huhehaoteshi,” 2011). The protestors in this case focused on the death of the herdsmen as 
representative of the way that Han people, and by proxy the Chinese government, disregard 
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Mongolian people. To that end, the protests were as much about the death of an individual 
herdsmen as they were about the disenfranchisement of Mongolian people, the erosion of 
Mongolian culture, and the “invasion and trampling of their native homeland13” (“Zhongguo 
neimeng baofa,” 2011). Once again, this is a case of an identity-based protest that, though met 
with more repression than the protests in 1981, was not met with lethal repression. After the 
protests ended, the deputy party secretary, Ren Yaping, visited the family of the man who was 
killed and expressed “grief at this unfortunate situation” and promised that the perpetrators 
would be severely punished (“Inner Mongolia Unrest Prompts,” 2011). While not addressing the 
underlying grievance of the protestors, the lack of equality and the erasure of Mongolian culture, 
the apology signals at least somewhat of a conciliatory attitude towards the protestors. 
 The root cause of the lethal repression of the 2020 protests was almost certainly also 
related to the sheer size of the protests. Over 300,000 students being out of school in protest of a 
government policy would obviously never be ideal to an authoritarian state trying to maintain 
control. However, I would argue that the primary cause for the step up to lethal repression in the 
most recent protests in the region is the fact that this is the third identity-based protest in the 
region. Thirty years separated the first two protests. However, with a much shorter nine-year gap 
between the 2011 protests and the most recent demonstrations might indicate an accelerating 
frequency. If this were true, the risk to the regime would be increasing at an increasing rate. With 
the 2020 protests also being the largest of the three protests, it might be presumed that more and 
more Mongolians are growing comfortable with collective action. When ethnic Mongolians’ 
dissatisfaction with the current regime grows to the point that the previous forms of repression 
 
13 Original translated quote: “蒙古族是中国经济发展中被遗忘的弱势群体，不仅他们的文化和民族权益被侵
蚀，而且他们世代赖以生存的家园被无情的侵占和践踏 “ (“Zhongguo neimeng baofa,” 2011). 
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are not effective, lethal force would be the most efficient next step. The threat of unrest in Inner 
Mongolia to the CCP is also heightened by the fact that protestors in Inner Mongolia are 
ethnically tied to a sovereign state just to the north. Instead of governments-in-exile like those 
that claim Tibet and Xinjiang, the Mongolian state serves as a tangible entity that could be 
rejoined in the event of widespread and successful discontent. As such, lethal repression 
becomes an expeditious tool for eliminating a rising threat. This is especially true as Inner 
Mongolia could potentially become the reigning discontented ethnic minority region as police 
states have worked to subdue Tibet and Xinjiang in recent years. In short, the three-part series of 
Inner Mongolian protests exemplifies a progression of identity-based protests from those that can 
be tolerated to those that cannot, thus explaining why lethal force was first used against 














Discussion of Findings 
Table 2: Repression Scores 
 
 
Table 3: Hypotheses Results 
Hypotheses Level of 
Support 
H1: Novel identity protests will be repressed with less deadly repression than 
novel pro-democracy protests 
Minimally 
supported 
H2: Serial protests of any type will be repressed with more deadly repression 
than novel protests 
Supported 
H3: Identity-based protests that are preceded by a history of pro-
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# of Similar 
Protests 
2 2 2 3+ 3+ 2 
Repressive 
Metrics 
Elements of Repression 
# of Deaths 2340 (4) 207 (4) 400 (4) 0 (1) 0 (2) 9 (3) 














4 4 4 3 4 4 
Military 
Presence 
4 4 2 1 2 1 
Censorship 4 4 4 1 1 2 
 Deadly Repression Score (1-4; Low – High) 
Observed 3.8 4 3.6 1.3 2.3 2.9 
Rounded 4 4 4 1 2 3 
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Upon analyzing the 6 cases outlined above, there appears to be at least partial support for 
all three of the hypotheses posed at the beginning of this paper, as seen in Table 2. However, 
when taken as a whole, the cases also yield interesting and significant deviations, or rather 
nuances, to the theory governing those hypotheses, particularly for the second hypothesis. In the 
following paragraphs, I will briefly detail explanations of the findings pertaining to each of the 
hypotheses as well as explain some new theoretical implications that the cases provide. 
 The hypothesis that novel identity protests would be repressed with less violent 
repression than novel pro-democracy protests is only minimally supported by the cases. The 
primary reason for this is that none of the six central protest events were novel protests, each of 
them had been preceded by at least one similar protest. Despite this, when examining the basic 
elements of repression (while not constructing full repression scores like for the main cases), 
there appears to be support for this first hypothesis. As seen in the case of Inner Mongolia, novel 
identity-based protests that include calls for autonomy have been tolerated without any violent 
repression from the Chinese government—negotiations were held with the protestors in response 
to the Inner Mongolian student protest in 1981. With an absence of deadly or really even violent 
repression, the necessary condition for the first hypothesis is fulfilled.   
However, several problems emerge when delving deeper into the first pro-democracy 
movement in the PRC. As alluded to in the case study, I am skeptical that the Democracy Wall 
movement should even be considered a “novel pro-democracy protest” that can be compared to 
the 1981 student protests in Inner Mongolia. A reform movement that was partially encouraged 
by the regime itself, which did not involve physical protests, does not seem comparable to the 
thousands of students who protested for several months in Inner Mongolia in 1981. I would 
argue that the novel pro-democracy protest in the PRC was the first mass student protests in 
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December 1986. There were reports of the police breaking up protests in a somewhat violent 
manner, which is more than was reported for the Inner Mongolian protests in 1981. However, I 
stop short of claiming that this comparison fully supports my hypothesis, because in truth the 
government somewhat negotiated with both sets of protestors. Additionally, neither protest 
resulted in any reported deaths or major bouts of arrest. As such, though there is slight evidence 
supporting this hypothesis, it was not fully tested in this thesis due to an extremely small sample 
size. The evidence provided by the comparison above may or may not be useful in attempting to 
predict the level of repression if a novel identity-based protest or pro-democracy protest broke 
out in China today.  
In contrast to the first hypothesis, the cases provided stronger support for the second 
hypothesis that serial protests of either demand type would be repressed with more violent or 
deadly repression than novel protests. With the wider range of cases, there is stronger support for 
this hypothesis—though the sample is still too small to declare particularly strong support for it. 
The novel protests mentioned above, of both demand type, did not receive nearly as much 
violent repression as the protests that were preceded by previous movements. To reiterate, 
neither the novel identity-based protests in Inner Mongolia in 1981 nor the novel pro-democracy 
protests in 1986 were met with deadly repression. Lack of repression with lethal force in 
response to these two movements directly contrasts to that of all of the protests (of both demand 
type) that were a part of a series, except for the Umbrella Movement in 2014. The serial pro-
democracy protests at Tiananmen Square and Hong Kong in 2019 as well as the serial identity-
based protests in Tibet in 2008, Xinjiang in 2009, and Inner Mongolia in 2020 were all met with 
lethal repression to varying degrees. Even though both the Umbrella Movement and the 2019 
protests in Hong Kong did not result in any deaths, the violence of the repression of these 
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movements resulted in thousands of injuries and thousands more arrests in each case. These 
findings support the theory that protests that follow previous movements will be repressed with 
more violence and more lethal force because they have greater likelihood of reoccurring and 
further destabilizing the regime. With this theory established, the second hypothesis of this thesis 
is likewise supported. 
Regarding the third hypothesis that identity-based protests that are preceded by a history 
of pro-independence movements will be met with more deadly or violent repression than serial 
pro-democracy protests, there is support from the cases that requires a theoretical qualifier. 
Given that each of the six cases was preceded by at least one similar protest, it is easy to see 
from the results that history of protest played a different role for ethnic identity-based protests 
than for pro-democracy protests. In terms of the repression scores, all three of the identity-based 
protests were met with either moderate or high deadly repression, the rounded scores averaging 
out to a 3.667 for the three, which indicates a score of 4 with highly deadly repression for that 
demand type. For pro-democracy protests, Tiananmen of course received a score of 4; however, 
the Hong Kong 2019 protests were only met with low deadly repression, while the Umbrella 
Movement in 2014 was met with no deadly repression, averaging to a score of 2.333, rounding 
down to 2, low deadly repression overall. 
In interpreting these results, it should first be acknowledged that this thesis is working 
with an extremely small sample size; there were only three major protests of each type available 
to analyze in the given time period. In conjunction with the fact that the deadly repression scores 
depend on incomplete date, the temptation to treat these results as predictive of how deadly 
repression is applied, and to what level of harshness, must be resisted. What these results do 
indicate is twofold. First, my case analysis indicates that a prior history of protest likely plays a 
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major role in determining the level of deadly repression. Even though there was a pre-history of 
protest for all of the cases, for pro-democracy protests the level of repression was not consistent; 
there was highly deadly repression, moderately deadly repression, and low deadly repression. In 
contrast, for identity-based protests, the history of past protests acted almost as a trigger for a 
minimum of moderate deadly repression. This is where the theoretical qualifier comes into play. 
In creating the theory underpinning the third hypothesis, I assumed it was simply the presence of 
prior protests that caused repression to be more deadly for each type. Both Hong Kong cases 
provide strong evidence against this part of the theory; pro-democracy protests happened at least 
annually starting in 2003, meaning there were at least 11 protests before the Umbrella Movement 
and at least 17 (including the Umbrella Movement) similar protests before the protests in 2019. 
However, there was no deadly repression of the Umbrella Movement, and there was only low 
deadly repression against the 2019 protests. It is thus necessary to incorporate the idea that the 
way that a protest is similar or is different from its predecessors interacts with the severity of the 
protest’s demands to indicate level of deadly repression. I would now theorize that for identity-
based protests, the more similar a protest is to its predecessors, the more deadly the repression 
will be. For pro-democracy protests, whether deadlier repression is applied to a protest that is 
more similar to its predecessors or more different depends on which protest is considered to be 
the start of the series. However, this could merely be complicated in the case of Hong Kong 
where pro-democracy protests were fairly common until recently. 
The second main takeaway from the support of the third hypothesis is that identity-based 
calls for consolidation of non-Han Chinese ethnic identity appear to have surpassed calls for 
democracy in terms of the threat such calls pose to the Chinese regime. Herein lies a second 
theoretical qualifier. In declaring serial identity-based protests to be more threatening than serial 
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pro-democracy protests, I assumed that the priority given by the Chinese regime to the threat of 
each demand type was equal and remained constant over time. However, it appears that this is 
not the case. For example, I would maintain that if a pro-democracy protest of similar size were 
to erupt in Beijing in the present day it would garner similar repression to that of Tiananmen, 
which would then shake the support for my hypothesis. However, it is increasingly unlikely that 
such an event will happen given the success of the government in pushing its nationalistic 
ideology in the aftermath of Tiananmen Square. With the threat of this type of pro-democracy 
movement waning, the threat of these protests has decreased for the mainland Chinese regime. 
Only in the Special Administrative Region of Hong Kong are there of pro-democracy protests, 
and even those are successfully repressed without the use of lethal force. If there is no need for 
lethal force, then there will obviously be a lower death rate, even if lethal force is technically 
authorized (as in the case of Hong Kong in 2019).  
In contrast, the threat of identity-based protests has remained the same or even increased. 
With a string of terror attacks by ethnic Uighurs and self-immolations by Tibetans in the 
aftermath of their respective crackdowns, the government would likely respond with similar 
levels of lethal force in the event of a continuation of protests in either of these regions. In fact, 
the implementation of patriotic education in Tibet and mass detention and re-education in 
Xinjiang are likely designed to reduce the chance of further protest. As such, upon analyzing the 
cases, I would argue that there has been a shift between 1989 and the present, during which the 
threat of serial pro-democracy protests has decreased and been supplanted by the increasing 
threat of separatism that could arise from serial identity-based protests. The further from the 
Tiananmen that time goes, the lower the threat of a pro-democracy protest in general, novel or 
serial. It is for this reason that my third hypothesis is supported, rather than my initial supposition 
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that serial identity-based protests always pose a greater threat to the regime than pro-democracy 
protests. That is not to say that if the priority of both identity-based protests and pro-democracy 
suddenly became equal, then my original theory and hypothesis would be debunked. There 
simply is no way to test such a theory given the reality of where the Chinese government places 
its priority in reducing threats to the regime. 
Other factors that might explain why more deadly repression is applied in some cases 
while less or no deadly repression is applied to others include, but are not limited to, size of 
protest, duration of protest, violence of protestors, and international reaction. The size of the 
protest does not seem to play an extremely large role in determining level of deadly repression, 
because both protests in Hong Kong were as large, or larger, than those at Tiananmen Square yet 
received less deadly repression, with no deaths between the two. In contrast, the protests in 
Xinjiang, Tibet, and Inner Mongolia were much smaller than any of the pro-democracy protests 
and all received moderate or high deadly repression. Similarly, duration does not appear to 
uniformly dictate the level of deadly repression meted out against a protest. The protests in 
Xinjiang lasted approximately two days and were met with high deadly repression, while those 
in Inner Mongolia lasted over a month and was only met with moderate deadly repression.  
As addressed in the cases, violence perpetrated by protestors is likely to increase deadly 
repression on some level as the protests go on. However, in each of the cases featuring protestor 
violence above, violence on the part of protestors only began after being met with deadly 
repression from the police or military forces. Regardless, there are elements of protestor violence 
in most of the cases above (whether it was present in Inner Mongolia 2020 is unknown) and yet 
still varied deadly repression scores; even if protestor violence plays a role in the later stages of a 
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protest event, it likely does not have a large enough effect to increase that protest’s deadly 
repression score.  
Finally, the role of the international community and the importance of avoiding the 
appearance of being entirely despotic almost certainly play some role in why the pro-democracy 
protests in Hong Kong were not met with deadly repression, even if that role was small. With 
Hong Kong as the bastion of Western ideals on the border of the mainland, it would not be 
prudent to have tanks rolling through the streets of the city as they did in 1989. Likewise, in the 
far-flung regions of Tibet and Xinjiang, which are geographically and technologically isolated 
behind Mainland China’s borders, there are less immediate repercussions for engaging in deadly 
repression. I did not include this variable in my analysis because of the difficulty of measuring 
such an international reaction. However, I cannot deny that this variable likely plays some part in 
determining the level of deadly repression for a protest event. These other possible explanations 
do not negate the findings of this paper, but rather support the idea that there are multiple 
variables at play that lead to the same level of deadly repression, likely interacting with each 
other in ways that are difficult to measure and observe. 
 
Conclusion   
The worth of the results of this thesis lies in what they reveal about the importance that 
enforcing and maintaining connection to the Chinese state through ethno-nationalist ideology 
now has for the Chinese regime. The fact that cultural autonomy protests are repressed with more 
deadly repression than pro-democracy protests indicates how priorities shift as mentioned above. 
By exploring the historical build-up of each protest movement, I hope to have explained at least 
one reason (the realizable threat of separatism) for why such protests are threatening. However, 
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in addition to my explanation and some of the minor alternate explanatory factors for why some 
protest movements are repressed with more deadly repression than others described in the 
discussion of findings, there are other explanations that might explain the varying levels of 
repression. Such explanations, limitations of this thesis, as well as avenues of future research will 
be explored in the following paragraphs.  
The first of these overarching alternate explanations to consider involve other factors 
motivating the regime. For example, rather than employing more deadly repression against 
cultural identity protests in order to prevent separatism, the government might use lethal force 
because these protestors are threatening Han Chinese expansion into its outer territories. It would 
not then be the history of prior protests that pulled the trigger for deadly repression, but rather the 
fact that these ethno-cultural protests take place in the location that they do that causes a certain 
level of repression. This argument might be most applicable to a resource-rich region like 
Xinjiang which has been the recipient of large numbers of Han Chinese migrants, incentivized to 
move there by the government. According to the 2010 survey, the population of the historically 
Uighur region was only 46% Uighur, while Han Chinese made up nearly 41% of the total 
population of the Ethnic Autonomous Region (Toops 2016). It could be argued that because such 
a large percentage of the population is made up of Han Chinese people, the regime has a large, 
vested interest in quelling unrest in order to protest its core people and capital. As such, any 
protest in the region would be met with a high level of repression regardless of the demand type.  
Though this hypothesis cannot be tested because of the limited amount of anti-regime 
protests in China, the reasoning seems plausible and may very well play some role in the Chinese 
government’s decision to employ lethal repression against identity-based protests. However, 
there are several reasons why this factor may not play as central a role as the history of prior 
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protests. The primary of these is that protection of Chinese expansion does not fit all of the cases 
of identity-based protests equally. For example, take the case of Inner Mongolia; since 2000, 
roughly 79% percent of the population is Han Chinese, with only 17% of people living in the 
region being ethnically Mongolian (“The Upper Han,” 2016). This would be the region with the 
highest rate of Han Chinese expansion by far, yet both the protests in 1981 and in 2011 were met 
with concessions or standard repression and not deadly repression. If locality and the importance 
of protecting Chinese sovereignty in the borderlands was the most important factor in 
determining severity of lethal repression, one would expect a consistent lethal response that is 
absent when looking at any ethnic minority region. The temporal starting point and duration of 
Han expansion also complicate one’s ability to firmly establish a causal link between it and the 
level of deadly repression. For example, Xinjiang was first overtaken by China in the 18th 
century under the Qing Dynasty and even under Communist rule migration was a consistent 
policy of Han migration as early as the Cultural Revolution. Though migration was steadily 
increasing in the region prior to the 2009 protests in Urumqi, it was not a new phenomenon. It is 
thus unclear whether the government responded with lethal repression because it wanted to 
protect its settler population and expanded industries. That is not to say such aims did not play a 
role in how swiftly the regime responded to the protests, it just seems difficult to ascertain in a 
measured and observable way.  
Another possible explanation for higher deadly repression of identity-based protests 
where it was lower or absent in later pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong lies in the Chinese 
regime’s varied capacity to mitigate the threat of different protest demands. In the theory section, 
I argued that one of the reasons pro-democracy protests would be repressed with less deadly 
repression than identity-based protests, even with a history of prior protest, was that identity-
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based protests were marginally more likely to lead to separatism than pro-democracy protests 
were likely to succeed in changing the regime. One of the primary reasons for this is the Chinese 
regimes co-optation of its citizenry. Political scientist, Milan Svolik, positions co-optation of the 
masses as a strategic choice by the dictatorship to ensure its own survival and strengthen its 
monopoly on control (Svolik 2012, p. 166). Svolik focuses on a system of reward and selective 
repression within the dominant political party as the mechanism by which the dictator coopts the 
masses (Ibid, p. 167-168). Specifically, the advantage of maintaining a single ruling party is 
primarily found in the control provided by “hierarchical assignment of service and benefits, 
political control over appointments, and selective recruitment and repression” (Ibid, p. 193). In 
this way, the Party incentivizes its citizens to join in order to reap the rewards associated with 
being favored but maintains enough oversight in order to prevent disruption of control.  
With nearly 92 million members (“Chinese Communist Party” 2020), the Chinese 
Communist Party fits the model described by Svolik and extends out to non-members who are 
related to those within the fold. Even beyond the rewards to party members and their affiliates, 
the Chinese government has succeeded in incentivizing its citizens to not pursue democracy. As 
the second largest economy that has lifted millions out of abject poverty over the last twenty 
years, the life of the average Han Chinese person is good. There is likewise no need to demand 
any change for the vast majority of Chinese people. For the disadvantaged Han Chinese person, 
CCP membership stands as the goalpost beyond which economic opportunity and a comfortable 
life resides; democracy is not required. Combined with the heavy censorship of mention of the 
government’s actions against the protestors in Tiananmen Square, the regime has successfully 
propagated a narrative in which democracy is incompatible with Chinese values and is not 
necessary in any case due to the efficiency of the benevolent authoritarian regime. There is no 
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incentive to bunk the status quo and thus deadly repression is not necessary. Particularly since 
the only major pro-democracy protests since 1989 have taken place in Hong Kong, where such 
claims can be contained behind the border between the city and the Mainland, there is evidence 
that this combination of co-optation and rewriting of history has worked. Therefore, it is likely 
that this awareness of the majority’s preferences would play into the decision to use or not use 
lethal force, even if a pro-democracy protest were to take place on the Mainland. 
In contrast, one’s ethnic, cultural, or religious identity cannot so easily be written over. 
Despite continuous efforts to do so through patriotic education in Xinjiang, Tibet, and Inner 
Mongolia, the regime has been unable to exorcise one’s Tibetan, Uighur, or Mongolian identity. 
In most cases the protests in these regions originated in response to efforts to erase the ethnic 
identity of whatever group lived in each region. Additionally, the government is much more 
limited in its ability to coopt the local population due to continued efforts to push the single Han 
national identity onto the local population (i.e. through mass migration of ethnic Han Chinese 
people into the Ethnic Autonomous Regions). Given the barren landscapes of these less 
developed provinces, there is less dramatic and visible growth that satisfies those living in the 
major cities. As such, there is also the absence of an economic incentive to accept a level of 
cultural oppression for the people in these ethnic minority groups. This lack of successful co-
optation and submission prevents the relatively strong guarantee that protects against the success 
of pro-democracy protests in the case of ethnic, identity-based protests. As explained in this 
thesis, the prior history of identity-based protests appears to contribute to the regime’s decision 
to employ deadly repression against such protests. However, it is likely that the ability to coopt a 
specific population also plays a role. Future research might explore the interaction between the 
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Chinese regime’s strategy of co-optation and the level of deadly repression of anti-regime 
protests. 
A final consideration that qualifies the results of this thesis concerns the way in which 
protestors were treated throughout the case studies. This thesis primarily focused on the way the 
government reacted to specific protest movements without considering whether or not the 
protestors in those movements anticipated a certain level of deadly repression. For example, one 
might presume that the student leaders in the 2014 Umbrella Movement might have intended to 
evoke a harsh repressive response from the government in order to draw more attention to their 
calls for democracy. If this were true, then it can be supposed that the government was more 
restrained in employing deadly repression in order to avoid this rather than because there was a 
history of similar protests in the city before 2014. However true this may be, it is difficult to 
measure intention of the protestors in a given movement given the large size of the protests, 
which often contained various groups as well as unaffiliated individuals. Furthermore, in cases 
like the 2009 Urumqi riots or Tibet in 2008, to declare that protestors who were protesting the 
erasure of their culture by the extant Chinese repressive apparatus attempted to elicit a response 
of deadly repression seems dubious. Despite this, the notion that interactions between protestor 
intentions and government intentions dictating repression is extremely interesting and should be 
studied in order to understand another facet of why certain levels of repression are deployed in 
response to certain protests. 
Beyond these possible areas of future research and conclusions about shifting priorities of 
the Chinese regime, the findings of this thesis have practical (albeit limited) real-world 
implications. For example, although the case study of Xinjiang ended with the 2009 Urumqi 
riots, understanding what happened in the region at that time is also useful for explaining current 
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events such the mass detention of Uighurs in the region. It is imperative to stop short of directly 
extrapolating from the results of this thesis a complete understanding or explanation of issues 
like the Uighur concentration camps. However, examining this extremely harsh form of mass 
detention flowing out of the historical context of repression as outlined above explains the 
precedent for such an overarching repressive apparatus, that might otherwise have seemed to 
appear from nowhere. 
By linking the historical context of protest from which each of the protests featured in 
this thesis emerged, I hope to have offered an analysis of at least one of the core determinants of 
deadly repression of anti-regime protests and provided the framework for future study of this 
topic. This study complements the recent work of scholars such as Li Yao and Christian Göbel 
who have meticulously compiled data for small-scale protests in China to study this very same 
topic.  adopting a historical qualitative approach, this paper builds on the theory established by 
such authors and can be used to further specify which protest movements are likely to be met 











Appendix A: Data and Estimations 
Due to such issues as restriction of foreign observers, censorship, varied political aims of 
different groups, etc., there is a significant lack of verifiable data on political protest in the 
People’s Republic of China. In the case of the protest events examined here, the issue of protest 
duration further muddles what data is available. The shortest of the protest movements examined 
in this paper lasted a few days while the longest lasted almost a year. Over the course of such 
long protest events, the number of protestors fluctuates by the week, if not by the day or by the 
hour. Coupled with the issues described above, pinning down firm numbers on the number of 
protestors, number of deaths, number of arrests is made even more difficult. Both recent studies 
on protest repression in the PRC (Göbel 2020 and Liu 2019) rely on self-compiled datasets of 
small, single-day protest events to circumvent the issue of data. A similar approach cannot really 
be applied to the large, long-running protests that serve as the focus of this thesis. As such, any 
numbers presented below are estimates that are only intended to provide a quantitative 
approximation of the level of violent or deadly repression rather than definitively declare what 
proportion of protestors were killed, injured, or arrested. 
The reported number of deaths, injuries, and arrests at each of the following protests vary 
due to the underlying issues described in the previous paragraph. However, in each of these cases 
different non-governmental organizations, reporters, and governments have made various 
estimates that provide at least a range, wherein the true number of those killed, injured, or 
arrested likely lies. As such, the number used in this thesis are at least partially indicative of the 




Table 4: Case Estimations 
Case Name # of Protestor Deaths # of Arrests 
Tiananmen Square ‘89 200 - 10,000 1602 – 10,000 
Tibet ‘08 18 - 400 5538 
Urumqi ‘09 10 - 600 1434 
Hong Kong ‘14 0 1,030 
Hong Kong ‘19 0 10,000 
Inner Mongolia ‘20 9 4,000 – 10,000 
 
Tiananmen Square 1989 
Shortly after the protests, the official death count of protestors released by the CCP was 
“a little more than 200 people” (State Council 1989, p. 475) and largely viewed as a blatant 
underestimate. On the other end of the spectrum there lies the highest estimate of over ten 
thousand being killed, as was recently “revealed” by the declassification of communiqués written 
by Alan Donald, British ambassador to the PRC in 1989 (“Tiananmen Square Protest,” 2017). 
According to some of the students who protested, this extremely large estimate was “wishful 
thinking” that would irrefutably position the Chinese government as the worst kind of villain 
(Brook 1992, p. 168). Between these two less reliable estimates lies the original statistic reported 
by the Chinese Red Cross on Sunday, the 4th, with 2600 casualties (Ibid p. 169). Even the British 
Ambassador, Alan Donald, had reportedly revised his earlier estimate to somewhere between 
2700 and 3400 deaths (“Tiananmen Square Massacre Cable,” 2017). The same number was 
corroborated by a US State Department cable on June 22nd, regarding 2600 civilian and military 
deaths as “a not unreasonable estimate” (Richelson and Evans 1999). As much as the Chinese 
government’s death count tally cannot be relied on as an accurate depiction of how many people 
died, it is the only piece of information that shines a light on the number of civilians killed versus 
the number of military casualties. The number of those arrested is estimated of being as high as 
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10,000 (“Chinese Crackdown on Protests” 2009) but was officially confirmed to be only 1602 
people by leaked documents from Hunan. 
Tibet 2008 
 As in the case of Tiananmen, the total number of those killed, injured, and arrested by 
Chinese police or paramilitary is unknown. However, due to eyewitness accounts and obtained 
documents there are fairly reliable estimates for each of these numbers. The government only 
acknowledges about 18 civilian deaths between March 10 and March 21, referring to them as 
innocent (Han) civilians and implying that they were killed by protestors (“18 Civilians, 1 Police 
Officer,” 2008). On the other end of the spectrum, the Dalai Lama declared just over a month 
after the initial wave of protests that over 400 Tibetans had been killed and thousands more had 
been arrested (“Le dalaï-lama, la Chine, et Hitler,” 2008). 
Urumqi 2009 
 The narrative that violent Uighurs attacked innocent Han Chinese civilians can be seen in 
the official government statistics on what they call the Urumqi Riots: 197 people were killed, 
only 10 of whom were Uighurs while 134 were Han, 11 were Huis, and one was Manchurian 
(Ibid, p. 20). Ethnic or other identifying information about the other 41 casualties has not been 
released (Ibid, p. 20). A spokesman for the World Uyghur Congress (WUC) held that the number 
of Uighurs killed by government forces was as high as 600 (“Scores Killed in China Protests,” 
2009). As with the previous case studies, it is difficult to ascertain a precise number of those 
present at the protest and so the metrics above are merely to provide a range between which the 
true number lies. There is also ambiguity arising from the fact that there were people injured and 
killed that were not involved in the protests at all, both Uighur and Han civilians. For example, 
the only reported number of injuries during the protest is the approximately 1700 people 
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confirmed by the Chinese government, among which the victims mostly Han civilians (Wong 
and Ansfield 2009). There were no alternate statistics provided for the number of arrests reported 
by the Chinese government, though it is likely that the true number is higher due to forced 
disappearances. 
Hong Kong 2014 
 There are no claims that dispute the claim that there were no deaths during this protest. 
The number of arrests was also published by various news media outlets in Hong Kong.   
Hong Kong 2019 
There were no deaths to be estimated and the number of public arrests was well-
documented.  
Inner Mongolia 2020 
 The number of deaths in Inner Mongolia in 2020 has not been disputed with a higher or 
lower number by different organizations. According to the Southern Mongolian Human Rights 
Information Center (SMHRIC), there had been between 8,000 and 10,000 arrests made as of the 
end of October 2020 (“Thousands Held in Inner Mongolia,” 2020). Earlier reports held that 
between 4000 and 5000 ethnic Mongolians had been subjected to “arbitrary arrest” by September 
14, 2020 (“Nine Die, Thousands Arrested,” 2020). Going the middle way, I will use the number 
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